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AMERICAN #3
Gary Reddin
On the only day I ever really felt like an American,
my father beat my brother with a belt in the front yard.
It was the 4th of July, and I didn’t know if I should laugh or cry.
We went down to the creek that night and watched the fireworks,
dropping rocks into the water and watching the ripples break against the shore.
Flipping up logs and setting the crawdads alight, scooping them up into our buckets,
we promised that our children would never be treated that way.
Like you. Like me. Like the crawdads.
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AMERICAN #4
Gary Reddin
30 years of life bled out
in a back alley
Only to become
four-and-a-half inches in the newspaper
a handful of thoughts and prayers
and I-wish-you-would-have-called/s
the boy grew up, and we promised
we’d be somebody, someday
we’d have nice things, someday
we’d get out of this town, someway
just not like this
now the man is chewed up
And his sinew is still stuck
in the teeth of our American dream
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THE CHURCH OF SEPTEMBER
Gary Reddin
We all say our prayers in the Church of September.
A lost generation genuflecting to falling towers.
And fallen men.
We praise adults who break, for the first time, at
the image of smoke rising
over a skyline so far from southern Oklahoma
it might as well be mars.
Another plane hits
and another
and another
and this is war, son.
We cross ourselves and look to the saints.
But their altars are empty.
So we kneel in our moments of silence
That are never silent
Where we hear the screams, and taste the dust, and feel the flames
And cut the wound open
Again
And again
And again
And we drain the pus
But still
we are told to remember the sabbath day, and keep it holy.
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HEMATOLOGY
Sandy Coomer
I’m counting every cell
as I remember galaxies and the blank
night of stars we stood under
after we sliced our palms with a razor blade
you stole from your father’s sink.
We mingled our blood
and swore sweet words we believed
would last. We tangled
our bodies as the aurora undulated in the dark
and we believed in love,
that every breath
we took was as much the other’s as our own.
We were that young,
walking across the brittle glass
of our lives.
The blood on the grass
marked our path like the invisible lines
between Orion, the Lion, the Bear.
There are five million blood cells in a drop of blood –
that is fact –
neutrophils and lymphocytes,
red cells, the tiny bubbled platelets gathered like grapes
among grapefruit.
We were that innocent. We were that desperate.
The blade of our promises
carved the sound of moonlight
from water, the musky scent of wet night from skin.
The palms we split red
faded into scar, into memory, like a pulse
of starlight – first brilliant
then barely there at all.
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ANOSMIA
Charles Wyatt
Is poetry not written by poets seems some rough
punch for a first line – there’s trouble with poet
for this one who looks for that stuff
in the woods. I do it by the smell but folks
passing me in the street bring out the dog in me –
That woman in the long dress reeked of perfume
floating on old sweat like oil in a tuna can.
Du Fu has gone fishing, dreams of dragons
and brown cranes his poems grow quickly
appear overnight mine sometimes fall from
trees bounce roll and are run over and flattened
one reason why the dragon above will not alight.
Another runner by me smelling like badgers
in a damp well, a scent I couldn’t follow.
I am mugged then wake wondering who slugged
me, but I’ll stop for every iris even magnolia
if it’s low enough. This one (I like the third person)
has slowed his breathing. He hears something.
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REQUISCAT
Charles Wyatt
Having a mind is having to mind –
Emily’s fly, all a dull buzz.
Du Fu, both lively and silent,
facing a landscape where the brush
did not touch – silence feeling
what silence feels.
Blot that cobweb, blast the breeze
that rocks it – let out of the house
these shadows, oh angry broom,
careless verse, sulking cat,
thoughts extinguish themselves.
Pull one trigger.
To have achieved such indolence,
a mind must hang on the wall,
sleep in clouds of any color,
brave the sun gleam,
the crashing motes,
give up radiance and bells.
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CIRCUS TRAIN
Robert Ferrier
“Granpa, tell me a circus train story.”
“I don’t remember. Been 80 years.”
“Then make it up. You write good
‘made-up’ stories.”
“Only write poems now.”
“Then write a poem story. Out loud.”
The old man sighed and sank back
into himself.
“Crazy thing…best part for me was
ridin’ trains between towns. Show
only needed two freights and
a passenger car. Boss would rent
‘em on the Frisco Line. Show
people and such, aeralists, a lion
and tamer, juggler and Tina the
Elephant. Sleepin’ in the car next
to the lions was…
interesting. Heard
sounds worse than nightmares.”
“I would have been in Heaven.
What did you love the most?”
Long pause. His eyes drifted
further away. “Not what…
whom.”
“Gaw…you were in love on
a Circus Train!”
He reached for his chewing tobacco,
then seemed to remember Granma
had hidden it. “Her name was Belle.
She was an arealist. Most beautiful
woman on earth, or above….”
I tried to picture this. “How’d you
have time to talk to her?”
“Didn’t, during work. We were
in different worlds… Only chance
7

was back of the caboose, between
towns.”
“Why didn’t you marry her?”
He looked at me a long time.
“I asked. She said it wouldn’t work.”
I thought of asking what happened
to her. Then I knew what he must
have felt, when he heard the lions
at midnight.
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INTO THE FAR DISTANCE/Robert Ferrier (photograph)
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READY FOR FLIGHT/Robert Ferrier (photograph)
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SCARRED/Robert Ferrier (photograph)
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LILIES BLOOMING AT THE CHIANG KAI SHEK MEMORIAL PALACE,
TAIPEI/Yolanda Barton (photograph)
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AMONG THE TREES
Cullen Whisenhunt
This, a mighty red cedar
in a crease between two hills
grows large, green, bristling
against wind, rain, all elements
and erosions, it is solid,
everlasting
It barely sways
But when the lowest boughs
are penetrated, reveals
not a single tree, but a copse
of cedars grown so close,
so intimate,
their branches strip each other vulnerable
Each trunk creaks
in the breeze, leans
one into another,
the storm outside
can do no more
than swish an exterior
twig or two, for roots
run deep wrap tight,
strong as anchors holding
the whole world down
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BIRD WATCHING
Cullen Whisenhunt
A kidney bean of crows
floats over crumbled
schoolhouse, stops
suddenly, elongates up
-wards like an arm made
entirely of freckles, stretching
for attention. A bubble
of oblivious pinches off like
meiosis and blows on south
unnoticing.
Later, a decapitated vulture
carcass, rolled by a semi tire,
one elbow pinioned beneath,
wings a feathered acknowledge
-ment in my direction, its down
still wet with blood. I slide my car
just right and do not even think
to wave back.
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SPARROW ON A CONCRETE WALL AT THE SUN YAT SEN MEMORIAL
HALL, TAIPEI/Yolanda Barton (photograph)
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RACOON EYES
Cullen Whisenhunt
In my grandfather’s yard is a red cedar, growing diagonally and resting in the fork of a nearby chinaberry
tree. It is a favorite of many kids and grandkids, primarily due to two knots which look like a pair of halfopened eyes.
“Raccoon eyes” he called the tree
when they first moved in, he
and Dottie, and they laughed
at it together, at it and
at their dinner, at peaches and greens
from their garden of unlabeled
wedding pounding prank cans.
And it watched them laugh and smiled.
Even then, it leaned,
heavy, on its neighbor, the
wild china berry.
And it grew and watched them plant
and grow new trees and gardens
and eventually children
right up out of the pasture.
Two boys, who laughed
at raccoon eyes just like
their daddy did, and who
climbed as high as raccoon eyes could go.
And it watched them laugh and smiled.
And they could because it leaned,
heavy, on its neighbor, the
wild china berry.
And it grew and watched those boys
become men and those parents
grandparents, watched Terry and Dot
become Papaw and MeMaw,
one telling jokes, and the other
reading books to grandkids who grew
to know laughter and learning
and how to climb trees.
Who would laugh as they crawled
up raccoon eyes’ sides.
And it watched them laugh and smiled.
And they’d sit there while it leaned,
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heavy, on its neighbor, the
wild china berry.
And it grew and watched her wilt,
Dottie, Mom, MeMaw,
under IV bags, bandanas, stethoscopes.
It watched her keep laughing,
and him keep laughing,
and them keep laughing, until
all the laughing stopped.
But then they started leaning,
heavy, on their neighbors.
And it watched them lean and smiled.
Now, it grows alongside
new grandchildren, step-grandchildren,
young, laughing, grandchildren
who keep climbing, learning,
and it keeps watching
him, Terry, Papaw,
as he withers with a smile,
still laughing all the way down
onto the walker,
into the wheelchair.
And watching him laugh, it smiles.
And they lean, heavy,
on each other, as neighbors,
Papaw Terry and
Raccoon Eyes
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CONTEMPLATION IN WOOD/Robert Ferrier (photograph)
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THE OLD CHAMP
Drew Mortier
Everything had to be victory-oriented with Grandpa, who would run in place in the
hallway, his tall white cotton socks hitting his knees and his knees hitting his palms. “A
quitter never squints!” Grandpa did do rather a lot of squinting as he got up there in years,
and he started getting the lines wrong.
“Slow and racy wins the twenty-yard,” he’d say at the dinner table, and pull up his lime
green running shorts, showing a bit of extra leg as though he were not merely mixing up his
diction but discovering new truths hidden beneath well-trodden scrap heaps of trite
aphorisms.
When a man broke into our home with a crowbar and one of his eyes rolling toward left
field, I fell out of my chair, webbed to the floor by heavy shock. He stomped into Grandpa’s
old trophy room and I heard a great racket from inside, overturned dressers and shattered
picture frames depicting a lanky youth in running shorts. Nobody had been in there since
Grandma was found frozen in it, eternally browsing a small dictionary of American sayings.
Grandpa had then locked the door from the inside, but what was this to a stranger?
After ravaging a useless room of musty trophies, the lazy-eyed criminal fled. I ran to
check on Grandpa, who was in his reading lounge clutching a black and white photo of
Grandma, twenty-years-old on their wedding day. When he surveyed the cluttered detritus
that remained of his trophy room, he sat on the floor and held his head in his hands.
Then he began to dig beneath the broken things. I wanted to stop him because there was
glass and metal, but he was in his own place. From the wreckage he unearthed a small nail,
which he pushed into the far wall with quivering hands. On it he hung the wedding picture,
in which his twenty-year-old self could be seen behind Grandma in a tuxedo, beaming like
he’d just won another race.
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THE REFERENDUM OF SURVIVORS
Mark Kessinger
The recovery inches along. Odd miracles appear.
Like the street sweepers dusting the river bridge,
clouds of sand sent back to the waters far below.
The brand new shopping centers that flooded
are now ringed with over turned shopping carts
done dot to dot with yellow ribbons of caution tape.
The flooding has gone down, the mud and sand dried,
brushed away, down to only stench, and big
dumpsters are the new badges of the damaged.
The burger places are ringed with brand new fencing
to keep people from bringing their heart-tugging hopes
and appetites into their driveways like normal.
Rumors race across local social media like sport bets.
The grocery stores will be closed for months, a year.
The college is opening, then not, condemned by sewage.
It is a bright blue day, cool air, unusual for September here,
and the power goes out for a few hours, but comes back.
Minor delays become common salutes. Life goes on.
Supported, patched, limping, but onward.
A choice, voted for, with baby steps.
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CONE OF CERTAINTY
Mark Kessinger
as you can imagine
the cone of uncertainty
is all over the place.
Not just with this storm,
but with the whole season.
How many, how big?
How often?
And will they be earthquake free?
Come with after floods of dam bursts?
Will there be cholera, looting?
Will relief come? Will survivors
fight each other to the next round
and the one after that, getting food,
water, gas, ammo?
Will the efforts be spread too thin,
come too late, be too little.
Will the heat kill us off first?
Or will all this be footnote tiny
in comparison to the cone of uncertainty
that handles history after nations war?
Somewhere, rockets still launch.
Who has time to watch the skies
as we dig ourselves out to what we hopefully
will return to: the ever building Before
we take so much for granted.
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MARRIAGE
Jianqing Zheng
Though they have been married for thirty years, the wife still enjoys babbling the same
words in the same tone at dinner: “Don’t swallow the food like a hog! Don’t look at your
plate! Don’t you like the food I’ve cooked?”
But she shuns her husband’s eyes when he looks up responding: “The old saying is, ‘Don’t
talk while eating, or you’ll be choked.’ You know, I like to eat quietly so I can taste your
food.”
He smiles at her as if she were lemon pepper catfish, golden crispy outside and juicy tender
inside.
Valentine’s Day lunch
her cellphone keeps buzzing
in her purse
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THE WANDERING MIND AT NIGHT IN THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA
Jianqing Zheng
Sheets of rain
urgent drumbeats of
autumn night
Duyi wants to have a sound sleep, but his mind wanders like rain. He wonders if he’ll be in
someone’s dream. Maybe in his wife’s? She’s sleeping next to him; and her breath, like a
tendril, is twining his left ear. To be his backbone so that he can bury his heart and soul in a
new chemistry research, she gave up her pharmacist’s job in China and turned herself into a
housewife to take care of him and their baby son. Now her breath is blowing onto his mind,
a dandelion floss dispersed in the air.
Sleepless night
reading the mind to
hear a voice
Will Duyi be in his cousin’s dream? A national champion in Ping Pong, she’s been obsessed
with a desire to go to the USA to be a Ping Pong coach. Last Sunday she called to ask him to
find her a job, and he chuckled. Though she can be a wonderful coach, she has to be able to
speak English.
Rain slackens
now raindrops from eaves
bounce on sills
Will Duyi be in his high school pal Xiaoren’s dream? Xiaoren wrote Duyi that he had
planned to take GRE. When Duyi told his wife about it she suggested sending Xiaoren a
check to cover the test fees. Xiaoren cashed the check but didn’t take GRE. Later, he wrote
Duyi that he had to give up his fantasy of being a graduate student in the US because he
would soon be promoted to associate professor. At the end of his letter, Xiaoren whined
that life was expensive in China. Reading it as a polite begging, Duyi’s wife suggested
sending a check again. One summer when Duyi went back to see his parents in China, he
also paid a visit to Xiaoren and was surprised to see that Xiaoren lived a cozy life though he
was divorced by his wife owing to his alcoholic addiction and mahjong gambling.
The rain stops
bouncing—outside now
a cat yowls
Will dead people dream? Will Duyi’s grandmother’s spirit dream of him? Sitting by the
hospital window with the red sunset shining on her smiling face, she waved her goodbye to
him. He kept waving back until her face was not visible in sunshine. Thirty years after her
death, he still sees her waving, still feels heartwrenching about her being left alone to death
in the hospital ward when he was feverish in the parade shouting Long live Chairman Mao at
the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution. At her deathbed, Duyi cried like a baby. Since then
a voice always rings in the mind: We cry when we come to this world, but we leave cries to
23

others when we die. How old is too old to live in this world? How soon can we see each
other in the other world?
Now moonlight—
for the other side
of the river
Silence spreads like death. Will Duyi be in the dream of a maltreated dissident, a friend he’s
known for twenty years? When his friend heard that Duyi became an assistant professor of
chemistry at a university in the Deep South, he wept behind bars, mumbling It’s a dream!
Thank God! After he was released, he called Duyi. He had a good sleep that night when he
heard about Duyi’s job. Hearing this, Duyi couldn’t hold his tears.
The Buddha says
this whole world is
a waking dream
Will Duyi be in his waking dream? The dream he wants to make in the second half of his
life? A sudden whistle of wind, the sporadic clicking of eavesdrops on the window sills, then
the freight train’s grumbling from downtown. Duyi yawns quietly, desperate for a dream.
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AUTUMN/Jianqing Zheng (photograph)
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SPIDERLILY/Jianqing Zheng (photograph)
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THE COLOR OF DECEMBER/Jianqing Zheng (photograph)
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THE CHEAPER THE CROOK, THE GAUDIER THE PATTER
Charles Wyatt
Julio and I this morning avoided it.
You can’t step in the same thing twice.
Heraclitus or Billy said that. I listened,
as I do to the bacon frying in my head.
Only jays called from the heavens. Viagra,
they said. I was singing in the rain.
The rain insisted it was happy again.
I taught Du Fu to play that vamp on piccolo,
then I chose the blue toothbrush.
Toward brands of toothpaste I am indifferent,
I told Hannah, a young woman resembling,
of all things, a toothbrush.
The day bent its light, accelerating,
and wind has come, called by gravity,
thinking itself wild, and infested
with invisible worms, it rustled the roses.
Now Miss Emily gazes out her window
at the willow’s longest branch.
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POEMS STILLBORN
Yvonne Carpenter
Light creeping under the bedroom door,
crow perching atop a fence post,
wiry gray hair escaping your brow—
smell of things wistful for meaning;
goose waddling cranky,
tadpoles incubating in a dirty bucket,
tattoo flexing on a flabby belly—
shine with pregnant thought;
dollar bills peeking from a purse clasp,
playing cards arching in dealer’s fingers,
weeds kissing farewell to mellow ground—
the stuff of literature scattered in public toilet;
gnats clouding about my head,
braces chaining white teeth,
fabric scraps raveling beneath the ironing board—
dance like tarot images shuffled for omens.
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BEES
Olivia Harlan
A million questions buzzing in circles around my brain, like bees. Was it me? What did I do
wrong? What can I do to fix this? Stabbing the back of my eyes. Trying to squeeze through
the crevices, the holes in my ears. Like a block of cheese pressed against the grater. I can be
whatever you want me to be! I scream, I shout, I cry. You don’t listen. The thin, fragile
chandelier inside me. You cut the cord. It smashes to the floor, cracking, exploding,
breaking. The light shatters into a thousand pieces. Fragments jutting out. Organs ripping,
like the thin material of tissue paper. My body a thin carcass. A hollow, desolate, barren
vessel. I wonder why. I wonder how. I wonder what to do now. The bees in my head
desperate to get out. To make their appearance known to you. To continue on with their
day’s work. Pollinating the flowers, producing the sweet honey. You ask me to drink it out
of the palm of your hands. I comply. Always. Even when I do not thirst for the sweet nectar.
But I thirst for it now. I crave it. The bees are restless. Suddenly they change route. They
swarm down my hollow canals. The chandelier fragments are picked up. Pasted back
together. Honey like glue sticking it all together again. And it all begins to make sense. They
rest, satisfied with their work. Their wings disintegrating into weightless air. Bodies
morphing with the walls. They no longer stab my innards. It took everything in me. I do not
cry, I do not shout, I do not scream. The beacon of light inside me flickers, regenerating. It
all makes sense now. It wasn’t me. It was never me. It was you.
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DEAR GRAMS
Olivia Harlan
Every day I tend the garden you left behind. Examining the fruit the tomato plants produce.
I remember the days I would eat them with you. Pluck one from the vine and cut it into
slices. Each slice dipped in salt stung the flesh, just as the tears did to my cheeks on the day
of your funeral.
We used to sit on the porch, enjoying this same snack. Salted tomato slices and iced tea.
With lemon. Little did you know, I’ve always hated tomatoes. But with you, I did not mind
the taste. Now, each time a tomato meets my taste buds, they are left with a sour reminder
of what once was.
I remember the soft hum of the air conditioner, beads of sweat slipping down my face. I
always liked sitting on your lap, being able to feel close to you regardless of the heat. Our
conversations made me happy. Did they do the same to you?
Your “Little Fox.” The nickname I always cherished. Can you see how much I’ve grown
from up there? I ask myself this almost every day.
If you saw me now, you’d probably tell me I don’t eat enough. I would laugh and tell you
that I’ve eaten plenty. I would warn you. Tell you that it’s you who hasn’t eaten enough.
I regret that. Not heckling you to eat, like you always did to me. Would it have made a
difference?
The image of you in your final days clings to my memory, like saran wrap. Wire framed
glasses. They desperately tried to hold on to your thin, boney face. Your ebony skin,
withered, tired. You didn’t know you looked this way. Or did you?
Could you feel me there with you? Your hand in mine, cold as ice. I wished I could help. I
talked to you, but you didn’t answer.
Did you hear me at all?
The guilt continues to claw at my insides, to this day. I should’ve paid more attention to the
signs. The small meals you would skip. The excuses. I should’ve fed you the tomatoes that I
sit, eating today. Grown from the soil you once touched. I long to taste the flavor I once
knew. Their sight reminds me of you. Yet their flavor is not the same without you.
I want you to know I loved you. The only words you could say in that final breath. You had
always told me to never give up. And that day, I couldn’t figure out why you didn’t follow
your own advice.
I still sometimes forget that you’re gone. I don’t know where “gone” is. But wherever you
are, I hope that you’re there, planting tomatoes. Eating them with salt and iced tea, as we
used to do. As I continue to do.
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OUR OWN WORLD (AFTER ANDREW WYETH’S CHRISTINA’S WORLD)
Olivia Harlan
Thin blades of grass
folding at her weightless limbs.
Pink chiffon contrasting
to the dreary world around her.
And a discarded bike in the distance
is accompanied by the remnants
of a hard day’s work.
A ramshackle home,
sturdy yet in shambles,
drifting away
piece by piece
like the overalls
blowing on the clothesline.
And she looks to the distance
at the place she calls home,
longing to return
to what she knows best.
Yet she lingers here
among the straw-like foliage.
She has a choice
to stay or go back.
We have all been caught
between the blades of grass,
clawing at our skin,
begging us to stay.
Our homes call from
the great beyond,
beckoning us to return
back to what is safe.
But sometimes we must remain
frozen in place.
We must take the risk
and not return quite yet.
The path that led us here
has disappeared.
Each blade of grass rising
to recover from
a tractor’s past indentation
and going further in front of us
to create a new path.
We all long to go back
to what is safe
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from time to time.
But quite frankly,
we are all like Christina;
We each must take the risk
of venturing out
into our own
little world.
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OLD SOUL
Jacqueline Jules
I never described you as an old soul,
only a quiet one, recalling the Sunday
you sat so still in that Cub Scout circle,
as every child was called up for a gift,
except you. You knew your turn
would come and when it did, you rose
lightly, your small smile untroubled.
And that surprising day at the park
when you slipped on gravel, suffering
a nasty abrasion from wrist to elbow
without a whimper. No sound at all.
It’s calming now to think of your early years,
how quiet you were, compared to your brother,
who whined for a week over a sunburn,
who once kicked a hole in his bedroom door.
How it possibly explains your stoic silence
in the hospital, why the oncologist
called you a “man of few words.”
I would call you my child of few tears.
Maybe this eased your transition, your rise
beyond my horizon, to live again as an old soul
on a new journey, where I hope others are admiring
your blue-grey eyes and sensing my love,
following you wherever you are now.
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CONJUGATING SPANISH
Jacqueline Jules
Of course “I am” is not “I was.”
The past is not the same as the present.
So why don’t I recognize era
as another form of ser?
Why do I struggle to recall
tense, person, number?
Verbs must be memorized,
mi maestra dice.
Instead, I consider the nuance
of each spelling, how
“Who I was” differs from
“Who I am” or “Who I could be.”
A second language offers
a second chance to explore
Quién soy.
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SONATA
Nickolas Urpí
He sat motionless at the piano, waiting for the hour when he would play the Piano Sonata
in B Minor. The masterpiece, written by that genius long ago, was the only objective that
rested on his plagued mind. He knew he did not have the technical adroitness that was
required to perform the work of art, and yet he knew that he would sit at his piano bench
until the day of reckoning if he did not set his fingers to the keys and accomplish that
magnificent feat of piano-playing on the level of a true professional. He closed his eyes
tightly, and when he reopened, he decided, triumphantly, that he would start at the
beginning.
He played the first octave. Two Gs, spaced evenly apart in his hands, quietly, and
sharply, the listener questioning whether the sound was even uttered at all by the black grand
piano. Then again, there—another whisper, equal to the first in brevity and simplicity,
assuring the listener of not only the existence of the second octave, but the definite formerpresence of the first.
Then he continued, onward and onward, embracing the difficult task before him.
Octaves, chords, simple and complex motifs, developments and fugues, all embodied in the
single masterpiece embracing what seemed to be an infinite span of time. The power and the
beauty of the piece, the struggle and the hardships for the notes to reach a conclusive ends
to a simple beginning, as though the sonata was a metaphor for life and living, starting as a
simple child, and living through a turbulent and vivacious life. Perhaps it was a metaphor for
mankind, acquiring breath and recognition as men; to understand their own mortality and
know that all will pass into dust one day. Perhaps it was the birth of reason, the struggle of
humanity in the notes to find its own world. Or perhaps it is the sound of the afterlife, the
dead in hell and the happy in heaven? Or a more vague and ambiguous afterlife, clouded
with mystery and want, desire to know. Or even, could it be, an old man searching for
wisdom? The most accurate explanation of them all would be—that it was the sound of a
genius, who wrote a sonata.
That genius was played to such utter perfection by the man, that he began to question
his own humility prior to his undertaking the terrorizing task of executing the scales and
chords of the masterpiece. He ravaged up and down the piano, timing each note to its full
potential, no more and no less. Each note, accent, marcato, crescendo, decrescendo,
accelerando, ritardando, forte, or piano was played precisely as the composer had intended it
to be. Each sound played to its upmost beauty. The sound of the piano was flawless, and the
performance of the song was flawless. The beauty of the sonata, played on that piano, as it
was written, created such a sound that the performer imagined the angels in heaven were
weeping at the tragic sweetness of the music. Music!
Yet the performer did not know when he thought these thoughts, because he could not
think whilst he played. He did not think at all, not even on which note came next. He had
studied the sonata for years without pausing to breathe. He knew every note, every
accentuation. He only played. He played instinctively, as if he had been playing all his life. He
played passionately, fervently, even more ardently than Orpheus in search of Eurydice. His
zeal for the music was only matched by the piano on which he played. Together, in a duet,
they sang of the melodious power, infinite, and expansive splendor that was the Piano Sonata
in B Minor.
A single, solitary tear tumbled down his forehead as he sat motionless behind the piano.
The sonata was complete. Yet the seeds of worry began to cultivate in his mind. It suddenly
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occurred to him that he did not remember if he had even touched the piano keys. It seemed
that he should have perspired more if he were really to have played the sonata, and yet why
did he perspire at all if he did not play? Did he only play half the song? That doesn’t seem
possible, because he played the entire song.
He sat there, not panicking, but wondering. Did he dream his performance from the
oceans of his mind and imaginations? Was that image that flashed just then, as though it
were less than a fraction of time, a memory? Or was it simply the anticipation of playing the
piano that resulted in his perspiring and believing himself to have fully performed the
masterpiece that he had desired to play for so long? Perhaps it was the desire itself that
resulted in this pseudo-memory. Or even some parallel plane, a déjà vu of another life. No
matter what type of form he pondered over, the state of his piano-performing experience
still was a mystery to him—
Or maybe the form in which this image took place is immaterial, whether it was reality or
some relative form of a dream, memory, or anticipation of a performance. Was the result not
the same in the end? The sonata was performed—
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THE PIANO I HAVEN’T MET YET
Margaret Montet
I bought paint yesterday for the living room. The piano I haven’t met yet should be
delivered in early November and I cannot wait to see it in my living room and feel those
smooth keys under my fingers. It’s Debussy’s music I’m thinking about most, with his
twentieth-century Impressionistic sonorities. I fondly remember productive college practice
room sessions derailed by Debussy’s harmonies floating in the air: La Cathédrale engloutie, Clair
de lune, Rêverie.
I didn’t start with the piano. I started with the clarinet at age ten. Our public elementary
school organized us into small groups for lessons. There was a prodigy in my group named
Jean who caught on to the art of clarinet playing immediately. At first this frustrated me, but
as Jean and I moved through elementary, middle, and finally high school, I learned some
very important life lessons:
There was always someone better than me in band, so I learned that I didn’t have to be
first-chair to enjoy playing. There usually has been someone better than me almost
everywhere. I got used to it.
I don’t have to be the boss to be happy. When Jean tried out for drum major for our
senior year in high school, I realized I had no need for this. It wasn’t that I assumed she’d be
better than me at that, too; it was because I realized I wanted to play in the band. This lesson
has guided me in life countless times.
I still love the clarinet although I don’t have much time to play it as an adult. When I
hear a recording of the clarinet, a strange phenomenon occurs: I get the sensation that I am
hearing my own voice. Even if I never had the technique to play what I’m hearing, that’s me
on the radio. Does Jean hear the clarinet as her voice, I wonder?
I did not love the piano. When I started clarinet at age ten, my father said I should also
take piano lessons just in case I decided to major in music at college. Who says that to a tenyear-old? I fought him on this with tears and dramatic outbursts. Mom stayed out of it; this
was Dad’s idea. For some reason, I just did not want to take piano lessons. I remember how
I felt, but I do not remember why I felt that way. As a compromise, I agreed to take organ
lessons. In the 1970s, electronic organs with colorful buttons for changing sounds and
timbres, and adding rhythms, were popular. There was a musician on Philadelphia television
called Larry Ferrari who played embroidered pop tunes on a fancy Baldwin organ. Ferrari
played a concert at our local organ dealership and we attended. This event helped my parents
agree on the organ compromise.
Larry Ferrari’s lounge-lizard style repulsed me. I was stuck now that I had agreed to take
lessons, so I had to make the best of it. Orpheus, the Greek god of music, had mercy on me
and found me a series of teachers willing to help me translate the pop music of the day into
organ fare. I played embarrassing souped-up versions of Barbra Streisand’s “Evergreen,”
Morris Albert’s “Feelings,” Duke Ellington’s “Satin Doll,” various Partridge Family hits, and
my favorite of favorites, John Denver. That brown-covered compilation of John Denver’s
greatest hits got the most use and was mended by Mom more than once. I was never able to
make the songs sound anything near authentic. The organ is not a guitar. My heart was never
in organ playing and I practiced little.
Along with the pop songs, my string of teachers taught me scales, exercises, and music
theory. When I did eventually decide to major in music (proving Dad right and possibly
clairvoyant), I had gained some facility with the keyboard. I agreed to let my then-teacher,
Bonnie, teach me some piano to prepare me for college where piano proficiency would be
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required. The parents bought me a piano, a Wurlitzer, and I unexpectedly loved that thing. I
practiced with an intensity I never dreamed of with the organ. I even loved the piano’s scent,
which I think came from the wood.
While I’d never be mistaken for a piano major, I got pretty good at the piano and aced
most of my end-of-semester juries at college. Along with the mandated scales, arpeggios,
transposed folk songs, keyboard harmony, and score reading, I learned repertoire. Most
composers of serious art music compose some stuff for their students and the less virtuosic
public. This is where my skills lie: Bach’s Two-Part Inventions; Mozart’s Sonata in C Major,
K. 545; Beethoven’s Sonatina in G; Schubert’s Moment Musicaux, D. 780, Op. 94; Schumann’s
Kinderszenen, Op. 15; and Debussy’s Clair de lune and La Cathédral engloutie.
My piano and organ live in my parents’ home at the seashore, which is now my sister’s
and my place at the shore. The piano still has that scent. The organ is dusty. For over twenty
years I have been trying to figure out where I would put the piano if I had it moved to my
house, and for over twenty years I couldn’t work that out.
And then this happened: My good friend and colleague, Jenn, was attempting to sell the
Yamaha baby grand she received for her birthday a few years ago. “It just represents guilt to
me, Margaret. I can’t play anymore after sixteen years of lessons, and I want to find it a good
home. I will give it to you if you arrange to have it moved. Just PLAY her!” I asked Jenn if
the piano has a distinctive smell and she said yes; she thinks it’s from the lacquer.
I had a breakthrough. The room was stagnant and messy since my Mom died. I can’t
explain why I let it go. I hoarded yarn and didn’t dust. The three bookshelves were about to
burst from the weight and volume of too many books. Now with the thought of the piano
coming, I relocated some family furniture with my niece, boxed-up some books, and
rearranged the living room. I bought a couch with a smaller footprint. The piano is 5’8”
from the keyboard to the round end. I positioned my 5’4” body where the piano would go
just to make sure I wasn’t kidding myself about the size. It will fit.
That is why I bought four cans of paint this week. That instrument I’m adopting needs a
spruced-up environment. Debussy is on my mind along with Mozart and Beethoven, but I’ll
avoid those Bach Two-Part Inventions as long as possible. I might take lessons. Maybe, if
I’m lucky, Orpheus and his Music will teach me some new life lessons with that piano.
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HEAD OF HAIR
Tara Smith
I lie awake in the dark,
My eyes expressing warm silk ribbons of tears.
I stroke your hair: long, coarse, unkempt.
A veritable nest of the day’s activities
And of the day before
And of every other day before this one.
I scratch your scalp gently, lovingly
And I am not surprised that even in your sleep
You are capable of filling the most miniscule of voids:
Beneath my fingernails is the purest of grime.
A concoction of dirt and flaked skin,
Saturated in sweat and sunlight.
I pull you closer to me,
Careful not to pull you back into me.
I can smell your hair now,
It’s sour, earthy—like the way it smelled
After playing in the rain that summer evening.
Tomorrow,
while I’m cleansing my own body,
Washing and braiding my own hair,
Cleansing your skin,
Washing and braiding your hair
Will be my intention.
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SIREN’S SCORN
Tara Smith
Your pressures gathered
and pressures gathering
have created quite the tempest
in this Siren’s soul.
Anticipation no longer tastes
as sweet as a sunburst during a squall.
It is now as bitter as the fast approaching cold.
The disappointment sprays my face and stings my pride.
I sought only sylvan shores of Gnostic tales
and simple truths
but all I found was cragged intentions
and roiled potential.
This occluded front shall pass,
however,
and from beneath the wreckage
and frost feathers,
a new siren will sound
and I shall rise, like
Aphrodite by the hands of Cronus,
a new woman.
I shall rise a woman who knows
the true and transmutable form of this Siren’s scorn.
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#METOO
Lauren Hatch Pokhrel
It takes time and practice
to release old wounds,
built-up from being woman, a lifetime
or a millennium
or a day
the hunter stares,
the grabbing of your ass,
your breasts,
your knee,
your hand as you mustered up any strength in your shell-shocked body to get away.
The undressing of your body
from stranger’s eyes
and words
can make you feel the need
to perpetually cover up.
Sometimes these wounds get lodged in your throat
stuck there no matter how badly you try to get them out.
They set up camp,
these damn unwanted guests,
in your crevices
behind your eyes
at times curling your fingers into fists
but the hunters say, give me your hand, give me your soft hand.
Sometimes these wounds get stuck behind your teeth
clenched jaw, strong tongue
lips tightly blocking their final escape
But the hunters say, smile, baby, smile.
Sometimes these wounds, the worst kinds,
get stuck into your knees,
functioning like magnets to constantly lock to the other.
But they say, relax, baby, relax, open on up now.
And sometimes these wounds trace back centuries
and all of a sudden, you feel the burns at stakes
the stones into chests,
the ropes around necks,
the guns to heads.
you feel these wounds so viscerally
that you think you are going nuts
look over your shoulder in open, public spaces,
in the middle of the afternoon
you learn early on that your middle finger has a second function:
to hold your key next to your index finger
while walking to your car,
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to your front door,
to your friend’s place,
to your mother’s.
You walk and sleep and work and eat and try to make love
with all of these wounds
in all of these spaces:
eyes, teeth, throat, knees, fingers, hips,
heart.
You’re too hard, they say.
You’re a bitch.
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ONESIES AND NONESIES
George Timothy Mason
I’m digging in the ground
and I find a garter snake,
just one. Never in my life
have I found a ball of snakes
mating in the round, but I
read they do that in the spring.
In seventh grade science class
We were shown a rock floating
On water in the sink. I
found one after that, within
a year, floating in the
river. But never again.
When outdoors teaching P.E.
I saw a praying mantis
slay and eat a locust. Well—
eat it alive actually.
I couldn’t help but stop and
point that out to my pupils.
Just like the floating rock I
found, I saw a mantis dine
only one time and never
have I seen a ball of snakes.
However, one tiny snake
gives hope one day I might.
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SETTLE FOR A PRETZEL?
George Timothy Mason
If only he had been born
with no chance for a tumor,
he might be home today,
not in this nursing home, not
with Hospice at sixty-nine.
“Would you like a soft pretzel?”
“I would like one,” he said.
“I don’t have a soft pretzel.”
“What good are you?” he asked.
“I’m going to the market.”
“You know what you could do for me?
Take me to my home, right now.”
“What would you do there?” I asked.
“Rest,” he said. “Rest in my chair.”
“Lord knows, I would if I could.”
“I don’t know how to get
you from here to your home—
and get you into your chair.”
I knew what he wanted could
not be had. My heart cried.
Therefore, I offered again.
“The best I can do for you
is bring you a soft pretzel.”
He hesitated a tick—
“I could use a soft pretzel.”
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RIVERSIDE RUMPUS
George Timothy Mason
Unkempt land beside
river—nature’s
cornucopia.
For one afternoon
cumulus clouds above—
crowded social below.
From the solar furnace,
the light and heat, make
fauna buzz and hum.
Tall fall floras,
Milkweed, Golden Rod, entwined with vine—
a living jam.
Within high stems—
crawling, creeping,
a million lives are crammed.
Blue Dashers, Monarchs,
flit on flora peaks.
Red-winged Blackbirds perch.
First hidden in weeds, cricket
and grasshopper jitterbug out.
Lady bug stays home.
Over this musical
canopy quickly glides
green garter snake.
A focused seeker
of snacks, not snatched by
Meadowlark’s beak.
Light on snake’s back—
makes scaly skin shimmer,
a sparkling jade.
Rapid strike,
faster than a fairy folk.
Thrashing on stalks.
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Snake becomes quiet.
A gossamer wing projects
from his snapped shut mouth.
That was yesterday’s dance.
Today, under prison grey skies,
the ball room is closed.
Snake is under his rock.
Meadowlark sits on a limb
singing times just past.
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IRMA
Nicole Spicer
I pass through a busy town. Parallel streets, numbered and close. I reach roads, winding and
twisting. Where busy transforms into vacant. I hear echoes of an abandoned past. Each turn,
not knowing what’s around the corner. Not a single person visible. What happens if my car stops
moving? I am surrounded by nothing. I am surrounding nothing. Each mile, accompanied by
only a couple houses. The type you always dreamed of living in. A trampoline, a white picket
fence, a missing roof. Chaos and fear, hidden beneath silence. There are fallen trees
stretching in front of my path, like caution tape at a crime scene. They tell me I can’t
continue. They tell me she has been here.
Hours pass by, I arrive. My neighborhood, now a collection of empty driveways and lifeless
trees. Fallen power lines, piles of sand bags, wooden fortresses. She was not invited. She has
displaced more than just trees and road signs. These houses are no longer homes. People sit
outside in their lawn chairs, refusing to surrender.
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PERSONAL
Elle Brandt
I always sleep with a light on. I’ve been told
I have an accent. My zodiac sign is Capricorn, making me an Earth sign.
Typically, Capricorns are down to earth, but I spend
my days with my head in the clouds. Day dreaming of the nights
I spent in the dark woods facing my fears.
And if you find yourself there, in a Michigan summer,
I’ll meet you where my mind and nature connect,
laid out between the trees of Asylum Lake. I’m a vegetarian,
I admire nature and occasionally spend my time
searching the sky for birds. A little known fact:
Starlings can sing in notes too high for humans to hear. Sometimes I feel
like humans are like Starlings, singing our songs
in a pitch only meant for some to hear.
I wish people would sing to each other more. Perhaps we could sing together.
I have too many pairs of shoes and too many
unused notebooks. If I could afford to, I’d walk
till all my shoes are worn out and my notebooks didn’t have a page
to spare. I’ll spare a few pages to write to you, if you’d like.
I’ve heard of hoarders getting crushed by
the things they collect in their homes. And to tell you the truth,
sometimes I skip meals and let my mind outweigh my body, crushed
under the weight of all my stored memories.
I had braces for years so I could give a perfect smile
to all the passersby in my life, but my broken tooth, now
capped and covered, is a constant reminder that
I can’t dance.
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THE BOOTLEGGER’S STORIES
Sharon Edge Martin
(1)
Dad had a gas station near Sallisaw,
away from town,
close to the Arkansas Border.
Bonnie and Clyde would stop at his place
to get gas. One day,
Clyde went out back
to the outdoor toilet while
Dad filled the tank,
cleaned the car window.
Bonnie was in the car.
a chrome and pearl pistol
in the car seat beside her.
Dad looked in the window.
That’s a pretty pistol, he said.
Bonnie grabbed it and pointed it at him.
About that time,
Clyde came around the corner.
If he hadn’t, Dad said,
I’m pretty sure she would have shot me.
(2)
There was a toll bridge over the Arkansas.
One day, the toll man
came out of his booth to collect the toll
as Bonnie and Clyde raced across the border.
Bonnie shot the toll man dead.
Clyde kept right on driving.
(3)
Dad says Clyde was a nice guy.
Bonnie was a psychopath.
Ain’t that just like a man!
Two killers, and only the woman is crazy.
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(4)
Wild country then, and hard times.
Pretty Boy Floyd picked up a boy
on the highway
and brought him to Dad’s station.
He asked Dad to take him on in to town.
He might get shot if he’s with me,
Pretty Boy said.
Dad said Floyd gave the kid twenty dollars.
This was the middle of the Depression.
Dad wanted to go with Pretty Boy
right there.
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ADALIRIEN AGES: THE EPIC OF GATOR HUDSON
Khoi Nguyen
Gator’s brow was damp with sweat, furled in extreme concentration. The decrepit witch
had advised him to maintain the exact weight of the eggs at all times (in addition to not
making a single sound, or too heavy a step). The dragon had an acute, possibly supernatural
sense of its nest. It was massive, god-like in stature and majestic in its features. A deep,
blackened shade of red covered its scales, and scalding heat tinged whoever was near it.
Even in deep slumber in the dank cave the slight movement of millimeters could be
detected.
To execute this demanding task of acquiring a dragon egg, Gator decided he would place
a rock of equal mass in the egg’s spot while simultaneously taking the egg. He knew that he
had seen or heard this method before, but he could not remember where. Perhaps from old
folk tales that were popular in his homeland, Adalirien, a collection of small villages
connected to one city center.
Despite being in the midst of a tense situation, Gator couldn’t help but grin at the
thought of his home. How elated they would be if he were to bring home a dragon’s egg,
fulfilling his quest. He began to drift into his thoughts...
Although Gator told people of the village that he preferred to be alone, the truth was
that he didn’t fit in with anyone. Everything he did was contrary to society. Whereas people
would go months without bathing, Gator would go weeks without bathing. Whereas men
wore wigs and wore britches, Gator let his long hair flow free and wore an unheard-of article
of clothing he called “overalls.” Whereas animals were goods and nothing more, Gator
treated them as friends. These oddities of Gator gave him a much worse reputation than he
deserved. He sometimes felt that he was ahead of his time, and he longed to meet people
who would understand him. He would watch people from his quiet farm, sometimes with
tears in his eyes, knowing that he was destined to be alone forever.
For a millennia dragons had terrorized Adalirien, imposing their will for six months a
year before sleeping for the next six. When they were awake, they did as they pleased
without opposition. They would attack small villages just because they could, which would
leave the villages in shambles, and the loss of many lives.
For as long as the dragons reigned, people had attempted to drive them away, to no
avail. Whether it was fortifying homes or setting traps, all methods were futile. Ideas were
presented to council in the center of the city every year when the emergence of the dragons
was imminent. So many ideas had been presented and failed that sessions were never taken
seriously, until the local witch of Adalirien, Eartha Craft, came along.
Eartha always wore tattered robes, and under these robes one could see that she had a
bony and frail figure. No one knew her true age, only that she told personal stories dating
back centuries ago. Her hair was gray and aged, and she walked around with a cane. She
lived alone in a dark stone hut on the hill by the cemetery, and anyone who crossed her
would end up with a sometimes-deadly malady shortly after. People were accustomed to
avoiding her, similar to how they were with Gator.
The council was in its usual state of perpetual failure when Eartha appeared for the first
time ever. “A dragon’s egg,” she said. When asked what about the egg, she stated that “If I
was to get an egg, then I would cast a spell to repel dragons from our land— for a price.”
With these brief words the entirety of Adalirien erupted. Everyone knew that her magic was
legitimate but stealing a dragon’s egg was said to be impossible. The council decided that
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they had to send someone to try. No one volunteered, as the quest was perceived as a death
sentence. No one that is, except for Gator Hudson.
This was his chance to earn the respect of his people, and to become a hero. When he
volunteered to go on the quest, the council looked at one another wearily. The recluse of the
land was volunteering to save everyone. Although they had their doubts, as did everyone of
Adalirien, Gator was sent off with supplies and a ship, ready to prove himself. Before he left,
Eartha briefed him and activated a spell on Gator’s ship that would protect him from
anything.
Gator snapped back into focus, aware of how dangerous what he just did was. “C’mon
man, git yer head in the game!” Gator then refocused and placed the rock where the egg was
while taking the egg. The dragon stirred, but ultimately remained in slumber. Success!
“I done it!” he thought to himself. Gator crept away, barely able to contain his
excitement. Just as he was exiting the cave, the roar of a dragon realizing what had transpired
shook the land around him. From the depths of the cave he made out the flapping of wings,
and the dragon coming closer and closer. “Aw Hell!”
Gator broke out into a full sprint, careful not to break the egg. His ship came into view
and Gator knew that he was close. He felt the wind generated from the beast’s wings and
pushed forward. “Just a lil’ bit closer,” he thought to himself.
Gator jumped into the ship, and the dragon spit fire at him. A mere second before he
was enveloped in flames, Gator made it into his ship and was promptly shielded from the
flames. The dragon was blocked by the spell. It roared at him, recognizing its defeat. “You
ain’t got diddly squat on me!” Gator screamed in victory.
When he arrived home, Gator was hailed as a hero. Eartha used the egg to keep dragons
away from Adalirien forever (in exchange for a husband). Gator finally received the attention
he so long desired, and was celebrated by everyone.
At a festival dedicated towards his heroic accomplishment, Gator was crowned honorary
king. He then was given a free kiss to the princess. As he embraced her, the princess looked
him in the eyes and spoke. “Gator! Gator! Wake up you stoopid fool!”
Gator snapped back to reality, in his trailer in the swamps of Gainesville, Florida,
slobbering on his wife Tami-Lynn. “I thought you was fixin to watch Indiana Jones wit me,
instead you jus fell asleep as soon as it started!”
“I’m-I’m sorry Tami-Lynn,” Gator responded.
“Are you takin’ them drugs again, cause you done know how I feel about that!”
“No, of course not baby.” Gator replied, subtly putting the remaining Puff in his pocket.
As he focused on the movie, Gator faintly remembered dreaming something. He couldn’t
remember so he pushed it out of his mind.
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CENTRAL PARK TEMPEST (OR, MIRANDA'S EMPOWERMENT)
David Alper
At the Delacorte that night, we watched
a true tempest form like a fist
hammering in over the tree line
spitting out sheets of rain-nails
in the distance, it settled above the stage.
Instantly, leaves swirled everywhere,
like large drunk acridids, lightning
ripping about dementedly.
As shadows inhaled the poison light,
we wondered if,
on days when the sun refuses to rise,
is it because it cannot stir,
for having gorged itself nightly
on the pedigree of weaker stars,
or because it has witnessed some
of the same realities of which we are aware.
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PASTURES WAITING FOR FOLK FESTIVALS
Carol Hamilton
Those fields live with just grass
for months, mud or cracked dry earth,
maybe the grinding and puncturing
passage of a few cows, not mindful,
a flutterby and soft swarming
of winged things, the tickle and
tunnel of small creatures.
Then we come in the season of plagues,
rain ourselves down like God’s wrath,
and the fiery prophets say we shall
come again and again until the end.
And the people all say, “Amen.”
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THE ELEPHANTS OF CHIANG MAI
Carol Hamilton
I do love primitive art,
the naiveté of a child’s painting,
the unique works of the chimpanzee.
Some of the elephants there painted
like that. The one whose shoulder
I watched over made a blue globe
with brown and green continents,
North and South America,
for some reason, all topped
with a cross, perhaps a pachyderm
view of the West. But two refused
to quit the work of amusing tourists
when the others lumbered away
for rewards. One painted a lush,
hilly landscape and the other
a rampant dragon of gold
on a thick field of scarlet.
Their tentative trunks reached,
paused, selected colors as we watched.
How radio waves turn to music,
how distant mountains change
from dark clouds to stone giants,
the very air astounds me. I am never
the one who shouts at the magician,
“I know how you did that!”
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VINES AND VEINS
Sage Alastor Node
Anxiety:
It begins with a knot at the back of my neck, creeping into my head, curling behind my eyes,
these venomous vines; it travels to the base of my throat like thick, sweet, cruel honey. Every
step now, outside, I can feel it catching my words and twisting them into heavy nothingness.
How am I supposed to feel anything at all when my skin is so hot that snowflakes dissolve
when they touch me, when the little sparks from corn stalls on the beach wink in and wink
out of existence so fast on the iciness of my skin?
He:
His skin is cool, and warm, and touches each vine, making them shrivel away. His lips on my
forehead feel light to the touch and make the colors behind my closed lids flicker with
promise. When I open my eyes his seem like the only comfortable darkness I’ve known and
he is solid and he is present and he is there. Even though the fear that he will leave swims in
these inky pupils of mine, I will keep it contained there, never to seep into my irises and taint
these brown eyes of mine.
He will not leave and even if he does, I must simply be. I am too far in for me to rope
myself out, and I am content in the quicksand of his love.
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GUST FRONT
James Cooper
Its crown three stories high, the elm
in my yard saw fields west
of the Missouri planted in corn
grow crowded with houses.
Its limbs dying, it dropped branches
onto my car, forcing me
to drive out from camouflage.
One night last July, the thunder,
still remaining to the north, idling,
brought me outside to move my car.
I saw the wind rushing toward me,
cleaning the street ahead of it, driving
dust and litter to the sides. Running,
I headed for the porch as limbs began
cracking, as a flurry of leaves landed
in the street, the yard, as the sign
on the corner stuttered and shook.
I stopped and saw my car supporting
a branch like a sawhorse, its right side
crushed, the windshield a scattering
of corn spilled during harvest.
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SOUL TRAVELING
James Cooper
Too far out on the pier,
where the wind shifts direction,
sometimes ceasing between gusts,
I struggle to keep my kite
above water. It loops. It dips
a hundred feet in front of me,
before I tug back on the string,
holding it afloat until the nylon
ripples in another surge of wind.
It seems as though I fly my soul,
controlling it with a string held
at my chest. It tugs at my arms,
daring me to unwind all five
hundred feet, to have it climb
to the height of geese navigating
dusk over the lake, warning others
to move aside. I lost three kites
over this lake in a week’s time.
One came unattached from its grip.
Two others broke free, catching
at the air until they settled
between the two shores, becoming
snagged below the surface, a cover
for fish against great blue herons
waiting for that first movement.
Given too much string, my kite
plunges. I work it toward shore.
I send it aloft again, letting the air
dry its wings and flake off the mud
staining them with its silhouette.
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OCTOBER IN OKLAHOMA
James Cooper
I hold out my son’s wand
in front of me, wait to catch
that next gust, wait for bubbles
to explode like a water balloon.
Some of them run low along
the ground, dodging the weeds
that need trimmed one last time
this season; others climb the air,
dancing over the neighbor’s house.
My son, on the step below mine,
dips his wand in the saucer,
shakes off the droplets that land
in his hair, on his lips, that smear
the porch, my glasses. Nests
deserted by webworms roll across
the yard. Leaves dropped early
collect in the fence like messages
for those others to go down flaming.
A hundred years ago, a cold front
would have rushed past, its gusts
twisting the windharp hung in a tree,
giving voice to spirits warned
away by bonfires, to the dead warming
themselves in our houses, feeding
themselves against the coming cold.
Windchimes, for us, record the front
moving south, as though horses lug
it behind them, their bells ringing.
Snow piles along roads like straw
in Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota.
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DELIVERED
Frank Possemato
Pushing out at the walls that held you, what was sight is darkness and you peek into the
blinding everywhere. Upside down the world.
A baby giraffe’s first move is to fall out
six feet
headfirst
to the ground.
Welcome to the business, kid.
In an hour you’ll learn that heaven moves and the world moves around it. And that you
share it with wind and leaves and those who would eat you. A lot to learn from a puddle.
No one asked you to stand but you’ve done it now. And falling taught you to breathe.
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BLUE DEMOCRACY
Christopher Brooks
For Nabid
There are pomegranate trees and plenty of blue.
Cerulean skies.
A mosque painted indigo.
This election’s a terminal kismet.
The polling station’s open but nobody’s there.
The last time around they cast their votes,
fingers dipped in sapphire ink.
As the fading light turned cochineal,
then a dark they’d never seen.
When the villagers awoke
there were no blue fingers anymore.
Severed in the night by shadows black,
heaped in a pile
burning blue
and pomegranate red.
Will the children bloom like Afghan roses
or fly off dead in the shape of question marks?
I can’t remember the last time I voted,
but they’ll never forget.
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EN PAZ Y LIBERTAD OBREMOS
Christopher Brooks
On a high place over the walls I see
A village captured by night
Except when the moon is high
Above the Hindu Kush
When the rooftops become pools
Of lapis moon
No one knows this place but me
In daylight the village grows
From lunar fields of pummeled stone
From forty years of war
And as many enemies
They used to work behind these walls
Before a bomb in a crowd sent them home
Now I see them in the distance
Ink blots on a gray canvas
Digging in the rubble with picks and shovels
Remembering the vineyards and crops
That once painted this valley emerald green
Carved into a viga in San Ignacio, Texas,
“En Paz y Libertad Obremos”
May we work in peace and freedom
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THE FIGHTING SEASON
Christopher Brooks
For Tatja and Mohammad
Black locust, apple, apricot leaves
Another Afghan spring
The hollyhocks are low
Wrapped in deep green
When the time is right
The doves will pull their bow
Watching them grow
Tall as me
Jirga Center, remembering place
Inside your walls of peace
War roses pruned
For buds then blooms
Of red the fire of my mind
Of her lips
Missing
Having someone to miss
On the ground where the roses grow
A fissure in the fault
That coaxed these mountains to the sky
Through the heart of the earth my spirit goes
To watch her closing shop
Tired wonderful walk
Rose Woman
Birds migrated
Singing the long journey blues
Behind wrought iron spires
Disguised as flowers
Singing louder
To drown the diesel belch
And afterburners
Just outside
O mynah bird you are still here
Under the mulberry tree
But now delicate grass
Cushions your broken wing
I’m so glad you survived the winter
Even though the sky was your home
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Desert morning
The muezzin’s prayer
Drifts on a musical wind
Haunting and heavy
The weight of the West’s fear
Beneath a pergola roof
The sun on my face
Soon there will be shade
When the grapevine overhead
Throws out its leaves
But now its vines a brittle bark
No dew, no rain on this high Panjshir Plain
But the cut end of a vine
Drops something on my head
Cold and wet
That’s how I know
The leaves will soon grow
Just outside these walls of peace
Rat-a-tat-tat
A suicide vest
The boys gone home to rest
But will never really leave
Their bones in the bark of a pomegranate tree
It is after the time
When time stood still
Alexander the Great
The Soviets
Ahmed Shah Masood
Now time marches on
And with each new spring
With the pink and the red
The yellow and green
The fighting season
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TRY THIS ON
Jessica Mehta
I put on weight slowly, carefully,
contrived. It was pure
muscle, all Does this curve
make me look fat? and
Does this vein make me look jacked?
I eased into it, tried it on,
took it back off then slipped
into it again. It was odd, feeling
Normal. Not all size zeroes
fit anymore. Sometimes
my thighs kiss each other, skeletons
no longer stare back from mirrors.
And I miss them,
at times, those ghosts, the bony
collar bones and knocking knees
so beautiful in the haunting.
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SAVANNAH
Brendan Bense
Anxiety is best seen as fine strings tugging the bones along,
a straight and constant incision like the drone of a summer
in Savannah; how often I force myself to stand through it—
a quiet thing stuck to the vibrations of a settled field.
The parties, the cramped spaces, strangers
I could have abandoned so easily just by leaving.
Savannah booms like an epicenter. A faint haze-glow
persists as I stay witness to a body which seldom
rests; the occasional phantom butterfly dancing
under the quilts; sutured threads forcing cloth
to cloth, as though every bit of peace were tossed
to its backside. Yet all the stillness a life needs.
I do not know when my mind told me
it had had enough, the retreating familiarities
like ghosts scratching below the skin,
the heartache and then emptiness.
In Savannah they say you can feel the cool dark
of night give way to a humid brightness.
And on days of rain: the faintest sound
of water against the window which sings
like a biblical hunger for change.
On days I do not hear it, or days
I choose not to listen, I wonder
if these truths are mine alone to keep,
or if they are worth keeping at all.
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I TOO KNOW
Brendan Bense
The vast striations of sky
never ask of their brokenness
because they never need to.
I want to carry those strengths.
I want to balance the inertias
of growing up—to hold myself
to a light and not help but smile.
Always without my own weight,
I have torn at my own gardens, left
the past to soak in warm waters,
afraid to wring out the uneven folds.
I too know of the lived vestiges
that upend under the sun. I too know
of false faith. I too know
that the me in the mirror
can only ever be a witness
to where I must go.
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WHAT THE HOUSE SINGS
Brendan Bense
Some days there is sunshine in us and some days
our song is more hushed, but it never arrives alone.
Early in the morning right before the sun rises,
I play a song on the guitar in the basement
and my home wakes to it. It musters
accompaniments: the milk of rain leaving
a bedroom sill, heat rising through the ceiling
vents, the ash of yesterday sieved through a fireplace grate.
Told within the hearth’s pews, godlost but still searching,
we contain a quiet orchestra. It is my wonderful
childhood and it is every memory I’ve ever needed. Every ache
and chord demonstrated, celebrated, until there is nothing left to perform,
and the day begins.
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THE SHORT REIGN OF IOANNES PAULUS UNO
DA Borer
It was the 26th of August in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
seventy-eight. The humble shepherd Albino Luciani, dressed in a red cape, levitated through
a cloud of white smoke. He emerged reborn: Ioannes Paulus Uno, John-Paul the first.
Three and thirty days later, clad in a white and gold cloak, Ioannes Paulus Uno chimed
into formation a throng of men in red capes. Standing on a raised dais before them, his
elbows bent at midriff, his palms facing aloft, Uno spoke.
“Cardinali. I have been talking to many of you and my heart is so very heavy. It seems
that some of you have forgotten the meaning of Easter. Easter, the most holy of all days.”
“You Cardinale Lawrence rumored man of lore and wisdom, stand and tell us, what is
the meaning of Easter?”
Cardinal Lawrence stiffly stood. He bowed to Uno. He nodded to the sea of scarlet
cloaks and pointy hats. Scratching his chin, Lawrence spoke. “Holiness, (bow) Cardinali, the
meaning of Easter is-ah, is-ah…Easter is when a fat man in red pajamas with a big white
beard comes down the chimney with a bag filled with toys for the children...”
“ASPETTA! STOP!” Thundered Uno, his face flushed, his bright eyes flashing.
“CRETINO! That is Santa Klaus. He got nothing to do with with Easter. He got
nothing to do with our Lord Jesus! Sit down you, Larry!”
As Larry sat with a whimper Uno breathed deeply once, twice, thrice. He turned to the
crowd and spoke. “You Cardinale Moestaffa, you are a scholar, and you have travelled the
whole world over. You have preached the Lord’s gospel in the darkest dens to vast flocks of
sheep most foul. What is the meaning of Easter?”
Cardinal Moestaffa slowly rose, bowed to Uno, glanced sideways to the sea of scarlet
cloaks and pointy hats. Then, scratching his left ear, he spoke. “Your Holiness (bow)
Cardinali, the meaning of Easter is when a little blanco cuniculus hops out of the bushes
with a basket of a colored eggs and…”
“STOP! CESURA!” Roared Uno with his arms raised and his fists clenched in rage.
“IDIOTO! CRETINO! That is the Easter Bunny. It got nothing to do with our Lord Christos
and the Holy Church. Sit down you, Moe!”
Moe sat with a thump. Uno breathed deeply once, twice, thrice; once, twice, thrice again.
Then he turned to the crowd and spoke.
“Cardinali! This is what I am talking about! Do any of you Buffoonos know the true
meaning of Easter?”
Feet shuffled, sweat poured, murmurs swelled; the sea of pointy hats shivered and
shook. Then, a lone man stood tall and proud. He raised his right hand and rapped with
white knuckles four times on his pointy hat. The divine gift of oration was upon him.
“Holiness, I, Cardinali Curlino now will tell you just what Easter is about.” He extends
his arms outward. “Easter is when our Lord and Savior Jesus Christos died on the cross for
our sins.”
A sigh went through the multitude.
“Joseph of Arimathea took Jesus body to a cave, wrapped him in a nice white cloth, and
rolled a big stone in front of the door.”
The pointy-heads nod in unison, for the first time in thirty-three days, Ioannes Paulus
Uno relaxes.
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“Three days later, he comes alive, rolls the stone away from the door, and steps out into
the bluest of blue sky: our Lord Christos, born again into brightest sunlight ever.”
Joy sweeps the College of Cardinali. Uno smiles as he presses his palms gently together
in front of his chest. Curlino continues his epistolary.
“Our Good Lord Jesus, he looks up to his Poppa in heaven, then he looks-a down at his
feet he sees his shadow upon the ground. Jesus speaks, Well, it sure looks like six more weeks of
winter. And he goes back inside.”
A loud thud is heard on the dais.
Later, at the ceremony that elevated Cardinale Curlino into his new life as Ionnas Paulas
Duo, Curly is rumored to have whispered in awe, “no matter how hard we pried, the iron
grip of Uno’s hands on his own-a throat could not be loosed.”
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SNAKE TALE
DA Borer
I encountered a snake sliding sideways in the Big Sur. Three-foot-long, wrist-thick, fully
exposed to my threat of instant death, try as it might, this particular Diamondback rattler
could not conquer the loose dirt. Come on Mr. Snake, are you kidding me? I said softly as I sat on
a big rock to watch, smaller rock in hand just in case. It turned 90 degrees to the right and
attempted anew to slither the upslope of the trail. Failed. Snake, this is a bit embarrassing, don’t
you think? I sighed and pondered my own plight, a hiking shoe slowly losing its sole, peeling
from toe to heel, it had been flapping a reverse flip-flop for the last hour.
Two miles yet to go, I considered tearing the damned thing off and making do with a
bare foot. Well Mr. Snake, just doesn’t seem to be our morning, you can’t get up the hill, I can’t get down.
Is this a metaphor Snake? At that it went still, silent, and flicked its tongue. To test the air? Or
the smell of me? My aura perhaps? Or maybe just the flavor of the morning sun. Hmm… I
stuck my tongue out, attempting to imitate its flickery. Failed. Can’t taste a dang thing Snake: not
your soul nor that tasty sunbeam.
I looked back at the sad sole of my shoe, which seemed all too much like the third
apparition of tongue in this unfolding vignette. The summit of Pico Blanco loomed high
above us, teaching like most peaks do – grand oration without the deceit of words.
As I listened with my eyes to the mountain’s silent sermon, the snake suddenly buzzed
its tail and scared me half to death as it twisted another 90 degrees, found gravity, and
headed downhill, straight at me.
I scrambled erect and raised my fist of rock to end this snake tale.
But with a quick seamless surge of its coiling torso the snake executed a pick and roll
move into the brush that would have made Michael Jordon blush. Nice move Mr. Snake, well
done indeed!
Tipping my old Stetson to Pico Blanco, I smiled and headed on down the trail. Flop
flipping along, still clutching my rock, holding my tongue, eyes peeled for snakes.
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ECHO – ECHO
JH Martin
Let me go
Smash my head
Against the
Top of the table
There's always time
For a snifter
A quick fix
In between times
And other times
Of times between both spring and
Beijng winter morning white
Like her kindness
And beauty
And those inverted shadows
That don't give
Any meaning to dreams
Echo
Echo
There is no point
In the repeats now
And no more need to waste time
Danger is a four letter word
With no true letters in it
None that will warn
None that will allow
None that will change
The circumstances of these causes
The deep divisions in these walls
The vibrations of these spheres
In this inter-temporal space
Echo
Echo
Synaptic revulsion
Confused radiation
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Man over board
Man over board
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MIND YOUR SELF
J H Martin
It was wrong. It wasn’t right.
He had filled in all the forms correctly, attended all the interviews on time, and his tone
had always been soft and measured. And yet all he received in return was a call to inform
him that his papers had been lost in their internal post.
Returning to Block A, he demanded an explanation from a blank-faced advisor, who
then sent him to Block B, where he argued his case with another blank-faced advisor in a
loud and forceful manner. And yet, still, nobody listened and nothing changed.
Lost in his own fog, he wandered back in to town in the driving rain, where he sat down
on a bench by an old man and then rolled a smoke. Staring out at the shopping bags and
brand new cars passing by, the young man shook his head.
“It’s not right,” he snarled, “It’s all wrong.”
Turning towards him, the old man smiled and said, “If you whisper, then nobody will
hear you. And if you shout then nobody will listen. Believe me, it’s a far better idea to just
keep yourself quiet and watch your breath instead.”
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SOUL PROPRIETORSHIP
Kris Tammer
It hurts to be someone. Way down deep in your doppler gut.
A speeding train doesn’t care and you wish you had trained clouds
to be better skywriters instead of spying on their eavesdropping
of lotus eaters, and now some pious plinth is stuck in traffic
and bearing down on us all or we’re piling into it, in this,
the year of the heartbeat, and just when you thought it was safe
to blink and keep walking, wearing yourself as a talisman,
it turns out silence won’t shoulder the responsibility
of this knowledge so all we can do, in lieu of weightlessness,
is shakedown the great nevertheless, patent void-stepping as
the latest craze, ignore all signs that say “Do Not Feed the Myths”
and deal solely in soul proprietorship.
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IT RAINS IN MY SUN ROOM
Charissa Menefee
It rains in my sun room,
when the snow melts
from the glass ceiling,
the warmth of the house
piercing the layer of cold,
moisture bubbling up
on the inside, growing
until the weight of water
stretches condensation
into unpredictable raindrops.
I could wipe the ceiling,
could cover the chairs,
could mop up the puddles,
but instead,
I wait for the next drop
to fall, assuring me that
glass ceilings
leak.
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ROSE’S MISSING DIARIES
Charissa Menefee
“As her husband hustled his first fortune on Wall Street and then his second in Hollywood, Rose was almost
continuously pregnant, bearing seven children in 10 years. Yet this inveterate diarist left behind almost no
reflections on this time.”
Kevin Cullen, Boston Globe, on the full archives of Rose Kennedy
He wouldn’t know, this male writer,
how ironic his statement is, how having seven
children in ten years leaves no time
for anything else, much less keeping a diary,
no matter how often you wrote in one before.
Your body is not your own when you are pregnant,
nor when you are nursing, as it swells and fills
with what you carry, what you make, what is temporary,
but takes every bit of energy you have and more.
So, by that tenth year, she has six little kids, and
is pregnant with another. She certainly should have
documented this time, you think, left us diaries and
journals and letters and notes, all the while caring
for tiny people and growing new ones.
You probably don’t know, Kevin, what it feels like
to have your body change in ways you can’t fathom,
even if you expect it, and how each pregnancy is
different, so it doesn’t matter if you think you’ve got
it all figured out, because it won’t be the same this time,
how there is pain and the anticipation of pain and
the colonization of your body and the transformation
of your body and how each baby leaves a mark.
How despair can creep up on you, even when you
feel grateful and blessed, how you worry that there
is not enough of you to go around, how you know
that childbearing can result in sacrifices you didn’t
bargain for, how your very life is consumed by
the creatures you have created, how their imprint
will define you from this moment on.
She left reflections on this time. Seven of them.
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MONSOON EVENING
Madhu Kailas
Evening is a daily affair, carrying its burden of grey,
descends in resigned-ness and settles
into the soft pulse of earth and flesh. The day
leaves intervals of wonder, and anguish
of crimson strands and orange flares
immersed gently into an ocean of endless dark. A gasp
like a spike at the end of a laboured whisper,
extinguished and then alive as precious leftover
of fragrant breath,
is released into a giant hollow, preserves
our faintest faith. A monsoon song
is born at the thrilling tips of infinite raindrops,
leaps into a dance of splashing death, torrent of
annihilation in concrete cradle. In light we could make,
the evening is studded with fireflies.
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TONIGHT WAS THE MOST MOON
Quinn Carver Johnson
Tonight was the Most Moon—
a harvester’s prayer cast out
in the sky. Tonight the crickets sang
a song so loud that every noise
in the entire world became crickets
singing, in perfect harmony,
a song for us.
The stars, drooping low and heavy
with warm light, rained down,
showering you in every color.
Tonight you leaned in a little closer—
your smile like a Crinkle Moon.
Tonight you kissed me and it
felt like autumn (finally).
you ran your fingers through my hair
like a cool October breeze dancing,
whistling through Kansas prairies,
rustling golden fields of wheat.
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CHARLIE
Kara Goughnour
It was dead slow. On a normal day, Charlie grilled three-hundred Jalapeno-Hounders in
an hour. The count for this whole morning was at one-seventy-nine. On the way to work he
waited at empty stop lights for walk signs to change, he the single worshiper of the glowing
god of the red halt-hand. He pretended that the zombie apocalypse had finally come and
swept the town clean of all teenagers on their way to The Hungry Hound. He pretended that
he had eradicated all of said zombies, gone for the pink of the brain with his sharp metal
spatula, maybe even a machete. He pretended that waiting at this walk sign even though no
one was here was his last form of order and peace. While he cleaned the flat top for the
fourth time, a goth with two purple lips rings came in. She licked her lip rings over and over
while he rung up her order. One-hundred-eighty. Today is Rob’s last day. He was probably
off to his mom’s basement, but it didn’t matter. He celebrated by walking past the sauce
dispensers - huge and almost comical, like caulking guns - and squirting a shot of every
flavor onto the counter. The result was a big stinking mass of mayo, relish, and BBQ, which
Charlie had to clean, but it still felt good. He was riding Rob’s chipotle-mayo and ketchup
high. He liked the idea of giving a fuck-you to the system. He wished it was his last day. He
wished he was Rob. Rob came in with his apron in his hand and said that it was time and
also that he hid the whole jar of pickles around the shop and hoped to god it reeked by next
Tuesday. Charlie just looked at his boss and his boss said find those pickles, which Charlie
did completely or maybe partially, but they wouldn’t know until Tuesday. He wrote his twoweeks in his head while he pulled a warm, flaccid pickle from above the ceiling tile, all pickle
juice and white dust. A whole group of teens walked in, all snorts and tears from laughing so
hard about something. Charlie’s boss said that maybe things were picking up. Six JalapenoHounders at least, he bets. Charlie grabbed some thawing meat from the fridge and pulled
the thin plastic sheen away to reveal its rawness. He laughed, too. He plunged his hands in.
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VIVIAN
Linda McMullen
I’ve never been an altruist. My sister Violet is the opposite; she is the embodiment of A
Good Example while I am ever the counterpoint in the neighbors’ morality tales. Because I
choose not to mince words. For example, my family: My father was so red and bloated from
drink that village children took him for an off-duty Saint Nicholas. My mother was so mean
that snakes used to avoid crossing her path. My sister is so saccharine that she turns to
treacle in the rain. And so on.
So naturally I ran afoul of our wealthy great aunt when she surprised us one Christmas. I
can’t say things would have been different even if I had known who she was.
My sister received a fortune. I didn’t even manage a handshake.
My sister was suddenly the most sought-after girl in the province – naturally sudden
affluence made men appreciate all her sterling qualities – and she married a lovely fellow so
boring I’ve forgotten his name. Meanwhile, my mother decided she didn’t have enough
money to keep me any longer. So I left. Previously I had been willing to do anything for
money except work for it, but now I had no choice.
I lost my post as a governess after telling one of the children that he had entered a battle
of wits unarmed. I lost my position doing fancy-work for one of the great houses by
remarking that my seams were no match for Madame’s waistline. I lost my appointment as
the second manager of a ladies’ shop when the proprietor complained that my acerbic
remarks were scaring away the customers, to which I replied, “Maybe it’s your face.”
After that, I became so poor that the church-mice considered me an object of charity.
I was eating a miserly meal at the local pub when a man entered, the sort whose chin
precedes him into every room. We struck up a conversation. I regaled him with my woes,
adding, “At least I’ll always blame the right person for self-inflicted injuries.”
He laughed, and said, “You just need a way to put your talents to good use.”
That, I admit, gave me pause.
The gentleman was an estate agent for a local lord, a known reprobate and gambler. I
asked for an introduction.
I met Lord Libertine and said, “You need my help.”
“Do I?”
“You’ve got someone to handle your farms and tenants and rents. You need someone
for your other business. Someone to tell the angry fathers that their daughters may have been
plucked but at least they will have had a real man in their lives. To say that your adversaries
give liars a bad name. And to tell your debt collectors that they’d have to receive three
promotions to be called garbage.”
He pursed his lips, thoughtfully. “When can you start?”
Officially, I’m his confidential secretary. Actually, I go about doing his dirty work. My
sister remains a diamond while I enjoy cutting up rough.
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THE DEAD
Sarah Oso
speak through whistling kettles,
chapel bells, the snap of frost
breaking apart or tumbling
from roof to frozen ground
They steal the shapes
of high noon shadows
and flags whipping against their poles
They reach for the windows
Their eyes are coins
lost on sidewalks,
headlights from passing trucks
They kiss us bitterly
with November wind,
and they call your name –
the whine of a back porch door
or an early train dragging
its one long syllable
across the morning, following
the familiar route
of departure
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AFTERWARD
Sarah Oso
One by one,
sheets of you
shake loose
like leaves
no longer
flushed red –
your voice
first, then
the shape
of your
mouth.
They drift
downward,
paperthin,
curling in
amber, and
I find myself
in an autumn
of forgetting.
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LIKE A SHADOW
R.C. Weissenberg
A monstrous black dog comes by our house every morning.
He used to walk by without doing anything, but one day one of us, we forget who,
grabbed some meat from the trash and threw it between the bars of the gate. The dog
stopped and sniffed the meat, ate it, and moved on.
We don’t know who owns the dog, if anyone does, whether he’s going home or just
going. But now he knows he can get food here, and that scares us.
When he walks by our house, he waits until we give him food. He once waited for over
an hour, while we looked for something, and he barked so loud we thought the sky would
shatter and the world would break. We found some stale birdseed and a dead rat, which
satisfied him, for the moment, on that day.
We have learned to prepare now. We save some food from every meal to give to him.
And every day he wants more.
We fear what will happen when we don’t have anything left. That day hangs over us like
a shadow, and the dog himself is like a shadow. But a shadow of what we do not know, and
we’re frightened of finding out.
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CRUMBS
R.C. Weissenberg
When you’ve given all your breadcrumbs to the birds, you have nothing left for death.
The pigeons eat most of it, and what you save feeds a sparrow along the way. But when
that lavender bird appears, – you’ll know by its scratching on the concrete – you unfold an
empty palm. It stares as if you should’ve known.
For you did know. Yet you squandered all you had on birds that didn’t matter, that
didn’t even mind your existence, whereas this bird defines it.
It flutters away, leaving you with what you have. This isn’t a mercy, but a cause for
reflection. When it returns, it will expect something more.
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JESUSMAN
Victor Koran
Just call nine one one he said.
I watched him lean up the hill
past homes clutched with fetid hands
to rough slopes, risked to slough
like mountaintops into the river.
Just call nine one one he said
and wiped his hand across his brow.
The sweat exhumes the blood,
the black and cake of slick and coke.
This tar goes down like man to the river
Jesus, man
Just call nine one one.
He floats face up on cotton swabs,
treads with breaths offset in rattles.
Rigidly placid and cradled
like a capsized fish on the river.
Jesusman.
He rigorously strikes the pose,
though the holes – self-prescribed –
lie farther up the arm, unsuspended,
even farther wrapped over in bootstraps
anchored forever to the river.
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WHY CAN’T I OWN A TACTICAL ASSAULT TEACHER?
Victor Koran
The most popular model
is the Physics teacher,
who can describe
with each pull of the trigger
the exact muzzle velocity
and impact force
of a given round of ammunition.
They are effective when paired
with the Anatomy teacher
who can inform the shooter
that although his Remington
.223 caliber round is small
and didn’t hit any major arteries,
indirect hits from AR-15 rifles
still cause pressure waves
that rupture artery capillaries
and cause internal bleeding.
My personal favorite
is the Philosophy model,
who runs down the halls
screaming Nietzsche quotes
like “God is dead!
And so are you!”
Why stop at schools?
What about Las Vegas?
Orlando?
If every hotel room came standard
with a Hospitality teacher
fifty people would still be alive.
If we had Music teachers prone
on adjacent rooftops scoped in
on every window, they could have
taken out the shooter
before he ever squeezed off a shot.
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Why can’t my teacher ride shotgun
with a shotgun
or stare out the back window
with popular bumper stickers
tattooed on his forehead?
The barrel of a revolver with the words
“Think twice, because I won’t”
around the edges.
I like to keep my teachers in bed
cocked and loaded
ready to spew white hot fury
the second the floorboards creak.
I use English teachers,
so that they can also tell me
bedtime stories after.
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WHEN DID THIS DUST GROW LIKE SNOWDRIFTS?
Victor Koran
I’ve already forgotten the dreams I had of home before the first bell rings for break. I think I
woke up here. I must have slept on the cart under the shuttle mobile. Or maybe I’d never
slept at all – maybe it’s the same night and this is the third bell for break or the fiftieth bell,
and when I reach back to know I see only mirrors and forward only mirrors and me in
between every pair looking back and forth dumbfounded, noticing no change in my infinite
expanse like a frog in boiling water. Did this job give me these white hairs at twenty-three or
am I already forty-five with a heating pad under my spine every night? When did this dust
grow like snowdrifts? How full is the clock top – how tight the bottleneck? The nights come
to an end – surely they come to an end but the beginnings elude. Maybe I had never sat
outside someone’s office (whom I have never seen again) with my résumé in hand. Maybe I
was born here in boots, birthed from the machine I tend, the only company the strips spat
out – my brothers and sisters – a happy family for eternity.
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CLEANING CREW
Pingmei Lan
Out of this eternal glacier I flew
A featherless crow, thin as a ghost
my skin charred in the final
eruption of earth’s cleaning crew
When the sky rained
meteors bleeding red and white
a circus tent. Everywhere a fire ring and acrobat
circles of lions and horses and panda bears
buzzing, dashing, smarting like wounds
I exploded into their midst, amber and lava
eyes burning like gold. Seized and held up, an offering
to the immortals laughing
from silvery seating clouds
A blue star cold as mother’s veins
snatched me from this altar and buried me
in her crystalline black heart beneath rivers
of secrets and shame where I grew like rain
stretched into the void without a name
And time went without frame
As I stroke this ice palace bright as her face
This thinning air humming into a hymn,
These mirrors regurgitating my story
A brimming penance shinning from heaven
I dissipated into
shapeless fingers slow and numb
from snowy waters channeling through her
crystalline black heart, excising
our siren song from her map of small
blue veins
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SONG OF MY FATHER
Pingmei Lan
When they told Mother the surgery for you
had failed, we were in the waiting room
threading animals and forests through
a tapestry of sun. Mother’s hair bled orange
and two fistfuls of sighs. The surgeon’s blue
gray scrub floated away like laundry
left on the line, taken by gods who bled
rain under a sugar dome sky crackling purple
battle hymns. Monsters danced on TV, their furs
oozing orange and a gooey, horrible happiness
like silly putty or collective panic attacks. My eyes
grew hungry when those screens went blue
behind tiny white stars. Too-sweet sugar cookies
flew in on space needle plates as we crumbled under
a stretch of flowerless white wall. My grass had
died. Save for one sprig of red pulled from the weave,
a brand new finch stitched in sunbaked freckles
dripping poems, each brown-gold strike of your
wings piercing this magenta black universe, your
body winter thin, and your tweets sweet as rain.
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SILKWORM CEMETERY
Pingmei Lan
They suspended Fox for her incessant smell and her
boy-chasing and her incessant rule-breaking that summer
before we could boil our cocoons. And I became forgetful.
The school grounds emptied save for the mulberry trees.
They were full, crossed into arms over every sliver of sky.
A dark, cavernous caterpillar doom. Calling me home.
Every scattering of light bounced inside. I scuttled deep,
furrowing with a frown. The cocoons shone as pools of snow,
powdery strands arched into domes. Sugar nests of gnomes.
They rested in the boughs, dangled from branches.
Hidden in wingless sleep, like Fox and I, death arising,
her stench lingering. Nameless ghost sparks blinking.
The earth was sodden with the weight of these spirits.
My lost memory swooping and looping, a wanderer,
a seeker, a book whose pages torn with reads, worn.
A cocoon groaned as I shook, seized by the rhythms
of heat. A leaf fell at my feet. Golden. Musky. Warm.
A new moth bit her cage apart to a brief moment of sun.
She wiggled and crawled, stretching herself long against
stolen glimmers of light, rolling away tawny, damp pockets
of air until they flutter and lift, under her tender new wings.
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they caught him by the dust of his shoes
Left Lane
his boots have lips—
spit back rock and soil—
sit in an old rocking chair
and tell the story
years ago
man set ear to earth
and listened for rain
but earth kept closed
now earth speaks even when
man doesn’t want her to
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HONEY BEES
Abigail Keegan
The language of bees is luxurious
full of lavish praises for fertility
buzzwords for plump-luscious queens
conjurors of all conjugal festivities.
The language of bees is musical
colony choirs ever humming
glorybees and hallelujahs,
bliss-driven engines thrumming
on bright bedewed mornings, slowing
into afternoons and blue evenings.
The language of bees is sweetest
full of honey-love after floating
busily with maps of the heart
guiding as they glide into flower parts
rustling wings—daffodils, gladdened
gladiolas, lotus, thistle, rose and lily—
tender love notes from one besotted
flower to another. And later
honey-comb belly rubbing,
but my dears, speaking tenderly
to you as someone whose beloved wife
is gone from this earth, believe me,
the sting of losing such sweetness
is nothing less than fatal for humans.
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SEA TURTLES
Abigail Keegan
Imagine sea turtles on Florida
shores pushing forth
whole white eggs in a slight
glow of moonlight
as though they had been
pressed through light
covered in sand
the wheels of birth
turning with purpose
as do the brakes of death
trucks crush over the sand
raptors squall at capture
nature lets only a few live
nurturing in turns congeries
of life and loss. But
imagine the survivors
the persistence of life,
just so, the teens of Florida
struggling from the innocence
of sandy beaches
no longer buried in safety
pushing forward toward life
insisting the impotence of slow
or no votes will not determine
who will be eaten next.
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CHILDHOOD
Vivian Nida
Breathing the space
between pillow and sheet
the girl listens as darkness
turns voice to murmur
From the living room
Daddy fondly pronounces
her name, as she does
The childhood sobriquet
floats down the long hallway
slips into her cupped hands
She carries it to the open window
presses it through the screen
lets it tumble into velvet gardenias
cradled in broad, leathery leaves
rising from cool, rich loam, treasured
but bruised by slightest touch
so quickly faded
a wonder each opens
delivers perfume, persists
in light and shadow
refuses to be forgotten
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EXCAVATING
Jason Roberts
He awoke that morning in the landscape of his bed, all lumps and valleys between them,
with visions in his head of the lawn: prepping and mowing, fertilizing, lightly watering, as if
following instructions in some manual. Later, as he ran his mower over the mane of grass, he
heard the scratch of the mower blades against a hard surface and killed the engine. Peeking
out, like a boil or a tumor, was the granite. He tapped it with the green-stained toe of his
mowing sneakers. First, a trowel, gently peeling the sod away from the object; then, stabbing
the nose of the shovel into the lawn to determine how far it spread under the surface. For
hours, he crouched, bent at his aching knees, burrowing into the soft dirt with the trowel,
finding the edges. It was a continent of stone. It stretched underneath the grass and dirt,
sparkling in constellations underneath the noon sun. Its crater-pocked surface was a chunk
of a satellite embedded in his suburban yard.
He did not recall this thing growing so pervasively, now so apparent in the light of the
morning sun, dewdrops glistening on the grass-blades. It seemed to grow purposefully,
mocking his lawn, the area he recognized and nurtured with such care. The manicured grass
at attention, the regiment of blades, one next to another, a deep green carpet contrasting
against the dogwood and cherry trees along the fence line. And now this. Something like
this, he thought. Something like this will ruin everything. Yet a weakness overcame him, a
fatigue that he had not known before, as if he’d been in battle to secure this space, and now
this forcing its way through. He felt surrender. He drove wooden stakes into the ground and
strung yellow twine from stake to stake, building a framework around the massive stone,
something by which to identify it, to isolate it, to understand its breadth and depth in
relation to the soil, the yard, the fence, the lot, the sidewalk, the street, the neighborhood,
the acreage, zones, sky. He struggled with its size. He measured it in his mind. Too big to
move by hand. He leaned against his shovel handle, specks of dirt melting into the beads of
sweat on his arm.
He heard his neighbor’s screen door creak open on its springs, then slam shut and he
turned to see Romero stepping into his own backyard. Romero was in his fifties, slightly
hunched, amiable. As a young man, Romero was forced to join the military in Honduras. He
committed unspeakable acts, he told him, before escaping to America. His yard was wellkept. Romero raised a hand to him; he raised his own to Romero. “Good morning,” Romero
smiled and peeked over the fence. “You know,” he said, “my wife and I lived in a duplex in
Torrance. Never did we have a yard.” He looked up into the cloudless sky, into the tree
branches. “None like this, anyway. It is a like a corner in God’s room, yes?” The screen door
creaked open again and Romero’s wife stood in the doorframe. Romero turned to her, then
back to him. “Good luck,” and he pushed himself from the fence and walked back into his
house.
He needed a different point-of-view. He entered the garage, rummaged through the
artifacts—patio furniture with its chipped white paint, rakes and shovels, boxes filled with
files and papers, the documents of the past. He thought about the history in those boxes and
why he held on to them, moving them from residence-to-residence, dragging another life
behind him as he aged, thinking one day he would return to the boxes and sort out the items
inside. Finally, the ladder. He dragged it outside and set it gently against the rain gutters
along the roofline. Slowly, he climbed, straightened, felt a weakness in his legs, adjusted to
the slant of the rooftop and asphalt shingles, turned, and saw the face of the great rock. He
studied it from above. It had to be moved, but he had no method, nor did he possess the
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tools necessary to move it. This he knew. There was, it seemed to him, no manual for
dealing with such a thing. At least he had not been privy to such a manual, though he
suspected that others had been. Either way, here he was.
He told Romero. “This – it is not something to move, I think. It’s something you avoid
or, I guess, adapt to,” he said, wiping sweat from his eyebrow with his index finger, then
flicking it aside. “Though I wouldn’t know how to do that.” He grinned slightly. He spoke as
if from experience, as if he knew of the manual. But he didn’t expand, and he was gone. He
heard rumblings among the neighbors, saw how they stopped on the sidewalk and followed
Romero with their eyes. Some grimaced when Romero spoke Spanish to his wife from
outside. Romero kept a nice yard, an immaculate lawn.
His wife watched from inside, standing at the sliding glass door or looking out the
kitchen window, safely behind the glass. Sometimes, as he worked, he would feel her staring,
and he would look up to see her standing behind the glass. She watched him as if he were on
exhibit, a creature worth watching, worth caring about, worth understanding. Inside the
house, the space remained disheveled: a blanket piled in the middle of the rug, plates and
flatware crusted with food on the end table, diplomas askew on the wall, the air stale from a
lack of movement.
Over three days, he pushed through the dirt with shovels, a pickaxe, a hand saw for
roots. He struck violently at its surface, creating sparks, peppering his bare legs and arms
with miniscule fragments of granite that stung his skin. The rock began to emerge, slowly
sloping down into the earth. He dug straight down, quarried through the dirt. Around the
rock he constructed space, a dirt-walled buffer, a circular canyon of high walls, root ends like
nerves reaching underneath the yard now raw against the air, and the great rock revealed
itself more and more. For how long had it lived under this earth? He dug, creating more
space, a chasm between himself and the rock. He stepped back to study it, moving around
the edges of its dirt bed, eyeing its surface, pushing against its immensity and feeling for
movement. Nothing. But it had to move.
He rested on a red lawn chair facing the ruined lawn birthing this monolith. Her face
now filled the vertical space between sliding glass door and sliding glass doorframe. She
continued to stare in his direction. A lawn sprinkler chugged rhythmically in the neighbor’s
yard. He slowly scanned his own yard, regarded the wisteria hanging over the fence, heavy
with blossoms, its vines intertwining with each other, choking, its vines stretching toward the
fig tree and suffocating its branches, wrapping the boughs in braids. Again, he turned his
head toward the house. His three-year-old son stood at the sliding glass door, clinging to a
ragged blanket with one hand, clutching a sippee cup in the other. His face was nearly
pressed against the glass, expressionless. From the lawn, he waved at his son; in response, his
son, with his hands remaining at his sides, shook his blanket.
The sun slowly sank behind the giant sequoia, the zinnia and oak in the backyard,
painting the fence peach and orange and blue. Soon, it would be too dark to regard the rock.
Instead, he’d have to look upward toward the constellations millions of miles away in the
darkness. Soon, his son will grow, and he’ll have to explain the rock to him, explain how to
face it, how to work around it. Again, no manual. Just as he grasped the pickaxe to take
another swing, he heard the screen door squeak again, and he turned to see Romero over the
fence stepping into his backyard. He watched as Romero looked into the treetops, then
removed his shirt. On his back, lay the scars crisscrossing like a graph of white, raised lines.
Romero looked into the sunset for a moment. Then, he raised an arm and a leg slowly as if
they were weighted down and as the tree leaves shook in the breeze, he moved his head,
again slowly, gracefully, with the arm and leg, now lifted, fluidly and consciously. Later, one
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night, he would watch through his bedroom window as Romero and his wife hurried their
two children into their car, each carrying a bag, and he would watch as Romero and his
family drove silently into the darkness. Still later, the unmarked cars would arrive, then the
police cars, the sharp knocking on the front door, the ram. Now, he watched transfixed for
several minutes as Romero continued to slowly move, then he turned back to his yard, to the
rock.
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REFLECTION/Michelle Skinner (colored pencil on paper)
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TALIHINA/Michelle Skinner (colored pencil on paper)
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THE SKY’S DAYDREAMS/Michelle Skinner (photograph)
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BEVERLY
Beau Boudreaux
I would stroll hand in hand
down Valence with my grandmother
when dogs were allowed
to poo in the cut grass
she said it’s where
they read their newspaper…
Bev drove a deep green Caprice
without a seatbelt, well into
her eighties, her longest drive
across the Causeway
only exceeded when she took us
to Disneyworld after Thanksgiving
pumping gas in Florida, she looked
through the nozzle, we had to flush her eye
she soldiered on
feeding us leftover turkey on the return trip—
she rode a black bicycle over once,
pumped the tires so full
when she left the curb
they popped like gunfire.
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BIG WHEEL
Beau Boudreaux
My only child pounds pedals
in the empty parking lot
imagine three years ago
life without a monitor
rear car seat
his mother pregnant
the world’s electric, dazzles
each check-up, each day
a new upgrade, nursery,
soft yellow hue
grey crib, and stuffed monkeys
What to Expect When You’re Expecting
earmarked on the bedside table
three hearts beating together in bed.
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graying
Emily Ellison
i.
the morning sky has been dyed:
the crimson-gold to white.
with kitchen scissors
I cut my aging hair, and fallen
tresses amass in the vanity.
fleets of foxes accumulate
my locks for winter coats,
pointing the ends straight up
to appear as dead pines,
sallow with envy for sap.
ii.
foxes can only be summoned
when my body sheds leaves of misery
in hope of rejuvenation.
I lay scattered, and degenerate.
how to be as those dogs
brazen in the blizzard?
iii.
I am the snow: trembling, temporary.
iv.
how not to bury my shaking frame
in caves when pallid winds call?
the mockery of animal strength
prances by with my mane.
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when you said you needed space (what of my body)
Emily Ellison
what of my hummingbird
heart
trying to pin this moment
into Movement,
what of my legs, long
breaths of skin,
and the tossing, my tossing
hip on hip on hip on
wanting to be alone,
was I cold?
could you feel my faking
wondrous peaks,
should I have looked your eye
more,

in the eye with my eye
or Touched,

how

did the air smell after love
making that made you curl
and remove the body,
leaving my wonder
naked and damp?

I sit

erect in the estranged
bed, the sheet of
my face is pallid
milk slipping through my mind’s fingers.
I have to hold my own
hands
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BOOK STORE
Walter Bargen
An hour for espresso and a magazine.
She’s escaping the too-long-staying holiday
relatives. I’m hoping there’s a book
in today’s shipment, Lonely Planet Spain,
gift for a trip that I’m not taking, but financing.
My daughter will return from Madrid
for a couple of days, then drive 2,000 miles,
crossing snow-shrouded Rockies,
snow-bound Cascades to Seattle,
for what’s hardly a job and no place certain to live.
I’ve phoned a decade older, twice
removed cousin, who lives in Tucson.
The son of her brother, a deceased captain
of those vast container ships that ply
the Pacific, who is a realtor in a Sammamish.
Son of a brother of a daughter of a great aunt,
the younger sister of my grandmother,
both decades dead. No relationship
but in the accounting. Perhaps she knows
of a cheap, safe, lake-view apartment.
The woman across the counter offers
the Yiddish word, mishpoche,
for such relational confusions,
when the thread threatens to break,
when blood turns to water,
but they are mishpoche, family.
I mention farpotshket:
ruined by repeated attempts
to fix it. The cashier informs me,
the book has arrived.
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IMMEMORIAL
Walter Bargen
The cold within the cold.
I felt it once shoveling snow
for money when I was a kid.
The last job that day: boots wet,
gloves ice-encrusted. The asylum of evening
an empty glass on a glass table.
The streetlights cast down
light cones and far down the avenue
they shiver with scattered flakes.
The lattice of branches
a huddle of burnt nerves.
Nothing moving, not a blackbird.
Except the shovel scraping cracked concrete
where no one else will walk.
A small boy scoops out the night.
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IN JENIN
Else Khoury
Your father rises
before first prayer
for the solitary breath of morning
and small wisps of coolness
before heat descends
like a troublesome djinn with long fingers
its cloak outstretched to lock us up into it
Slivers of peach-hued sunrise light the way
past Rasmea’s house
where the sheep are quiet now
but the rooster with PTSD
crows through the night
a habit he acquired in the Battle
the maddening lilt of his kiriririri
taunting the confines of daybreak
Your father’s bent back is more crooked
than the trees
— olive, almond, carob
that stretch back like dancers
for the thundering boom of the military jeep
pulsing down narrow streets in search of intangible crimes:
a wedding,
a pink dress,
the quiet whisper of hope that is a garden
Above swirls of dust
a hand goes up and your father hears
the disembodied voice of a solitary soldier
call out, in bad Arabic:
A salaam w alaykum
And your father responds
the way he has responded his whole life
without thinking enemy
without thinking what peace?
without thinking about the absurdity of
that jeep on this road:
W alaykum i-salaam
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SUNDAY MORNING AT NONNA’S
Matthew Coonan
A wake of poppy seed teeth. Pearl white petals and a half-dozen pallbearers, none family.
Dingy air dense enough to bake, slice, the spread really makes death worth attending. “She
couldn’t kick the bucket pre-playoff season?” Cousin Tony spent a goddamn fortune on
those tickets. So distraught he peels lox like a box of tissues. Meanwhile, Father John anoints
his egg, everything. Aunt Giovanna is two glasses deep, grief spilling out her buttered lips.
Her boys play the iPad game where you jump from platform to platform. Drop and restart.
Drop and give up. They sink in that couch and now it’s a living room. Now it’s a party.
Everybody breathing but the host.
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THERE’S NO BASEBALL IN CRYING
Matthew Coonan
He told me try again. Two fingers on the seam. Cock your wrist back and follow through.
But still, that ball is a rebel child. It wants the neighbor’s yard. The dog’s mouth. A rose
bush. Anything but the smack of hot leather. Dad can’t hop for the wild ones anymore. It’s
his damn knees. And with the flick of a forearm, this afternoon of father-son bonding turns
amber alert. Backyard littered with lost boys like an outfield of dandelions yearning the
pluck.
We caught a Yankee game last summer. I don’t remember the players’ names, but that hot
dog was damn good. And he remembers my little league strikeouts and all the tear-soaked
McDonalds napkins.
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IMPRESSIONIST LANDSCAPE WITH DOG
Jennifer Kidney
In memory of Lizzie the dog
It’s a soft gray mistful day
daubed with the subtle pastels of Monet.
The pears and redbuds have bloomed too soon
while other trees are stippled with green
and the lawn is empurpled with weeds.
March winds have caused the fence between
my yard and the neighbor’s to lean
precariously, creating a worrisome space
through which my dog might squeeze
to make her escape to yet
other yards with more alluring scents.
I see her form as from a distance—
a furry rusty blur intent,
nose to ground, tail waving in the breeze.
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INDIAN PAINTBRUSH
Jennifer Kidney
In April, the Indian Paintbrush
pops up from the green verge
of the highway, its vivid orange
mimicking the color of red clay.
Where a Texas spring is tinged
with Bluebonnets, Oklahoma’s
features these ribbons of fire.
So precise and vivid are they
that I expect to see them
spell out complete poems
along the embankment they climb
as I drive homeward on Highway 9
on this bright April afternoon.
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SOMEONE SHOULD BE NAMED CARLOS
Jennifer Kidney
Carlos is missing from my life.
The young man next door
acquired a pit bull puppy—
brown and tan and handsome—
could this be Carlos?
He looked like a Carlos to me,
but I learned his name was Horace.
Horace? The Roman poet?
Horace Greeley? Horace Mann?
Go west, young man, and enjoy
your summer vacation from public school.
Emily Dickinson’s dog was named Carlo—
close, but no cigar. Surely the proprietor
of Verde Seasons Lawns would be Carlos—
but no, he’s Francisco. Do I even know
a Carl? Carl Jung, Karl Marx?
My grandfather’s given name was Carl,
but he said that was the devil’s name
and had his legally changed to Charles.
Who was his devil? His father?
Someone back in Germany whence
he emigrated in the 19th century?
But Carl is not Carlos. Carlos evokes
a kind of thrill, a dance, the clicking
of castanets, a beach of black sand,
and Carlos taking my hand,
luring me into the dangerous surf.
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FIRST WINTER MORNING
Sandy Coomer
This morning,
when the cold north
marches south and frosts
the morning grass, I stand
in my robe,
barefoot on the stone
porch, the bottoms of my feet
shocked awake by a cold that can
only be called
bitter. My dog sniffs
the same blank hedges
and tree line he’s examined
every other
day of the year
as if there is something
new and strange and aching –
the way wonder
sometimes is – in this
newly charged landscape.
I remember how loss can feel
potent and focused
even as it dulls and drains
each moment like a funnel
pulling thick oil. It is nearly light.
Mornings come
no matter how cold
the hard flat stones beneath
my soles. I let the light wash over
me
because you said
feel what you must but keep going,
and I promised that’s what I would do.
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YELLOW
Laurence Foshee
I greet the ex-convict passengers (who are mostly women – that’s Ooo-klahoma for you)
and load their belongings— shoe boxes and pasta boxes and one tv tube sized box, all
unmarked and all they own— under the bus as they board. A woman heard me speak
broken Spanish earlier and asks “¿A cuantas horas vamos llegar en Amarillo?” I tell her (en
su lengua) her transfer is in about six and a half and she replies with a drawn out “¡Graaa-aci-aas!” I think of the town and how I know the word for yellow in seven languages (though
once knew more): “Yellow. Amarillo. Jaune. Giallo. Gelb. Amarelo. 黄色い(kiiroi).” What
little this knowledge will do for me other than similar patronization in six parts of the world
I’ve never visited.
Drivers keep telling me I’m spinning my wheels. At almost 27 rubber needs to meet the
road. In all this time I’ve never owned a car, so their parlance is lost on me, despite the
business. That I’ve got talent. By what measure other than conversational peculiarity? They
ask me what I’m waiting for. As I finish loading I hold out my hand for the sparse raindrops
and look out at that aubergine hazy void amid Tulsa’s BOK Tower with its green and red
seasonal lights; a northwesterly gaze I’ve repeated again and again over my years here— and
what could I possibly tell them about you?
That I’m waiting for us to come back into each other’s lives organically and I’d turn it all
around on a dime and fill out this teleological shirt of your comfortably upper-middle Type
A wanderlust-ing stardom-bound hyperathletic cerebral everything and that that’d be enough
but you won’t so I can’t, and the nine years’ worth of hope pirouetting in my closing palm is
no more than the damp, spent cigarettes left behind by passengers, and that the fruit of labor
of a life of catatonic regrets and what-ifs is a life well wasted, but the northwest-bound bus is
leaving so now the only anodyne left is to sweep up the butts stuck in phlegm still warm.
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THE FILIRA
Frances Koziar
The Filira people lived a tragedy. That’s what the anthropologist said, the only one brave
enough to enter that carnage.
Their planet was tiny, as planets go, and much of it was rocky. Out of those rocks they
built pyramids that looked like giant piles of cobblestones, one every dozen kilometres. At
the top of each was a flat square platform that was always stained orange-brown.
They had no rulers, the anthropologist wrote. An anarchy, in all but one way. They
followed their priests, those strong enough to do what needed to be done and deferred to
them in their daily rituals.
The Filira were tall and lanky, like very thin giants. They had short manes down their
backs like trimmed horses and could run as fast as one when they ran on four legs. Their
fuzzy skin was a pale golden colour.
Their blood was orange.
At first the anthropologist thought that the people who died were prisoners of war, but
she saw no other signs of conflict. When the killing was done for the morning, people went
back to their mudbrick houses and lived in peace. The Filira sang a lot, said the
anthropologist in her first message, and their voices were incredibly beautiful.
In her second message, she passed on a list of all the morning sacrifices that had
happened so far. The evening ones were less important, she said. Then, they sacrificed the
old, the sick, and the fatally injured — those who would die anyway — so that their deaths
wouldn’t go to waste.
In the morning they sacrificed those who were healthy.
On the first day two toddlers were sacrificed, on the second a pregnant woman, on the
third an old man, on the fourth a new baby, on the fifth a female warrior, on the sixth a male
healer, on the seventh a new father, on the eighth two teenagers, on the ninth a preteen boy.
She soon stopped counting. Too many, the anthropologist said. And that’s not the point,
she said too.
They sacrificed one or two people every morning. The gods told them who.
There were a council of them — of six gods, to whom they owed their lives. There were
no images of the gods, so the anthropologist asked the people. In hushed, venerative
whispers, drawing sigils of peace and respect in the air all the while, they told her. All six of
the gods were both male and female, though no such mixed sex or mixed gender seemed to
be acknowledged among the Filira themselves. All six vaguely resembled the Filira, but the
people were adamant that they were not the same. The gods had enormous mouths for
eating people, they said, and sharper teeth than the herbivorous Filira. They had no legs,
because they didn’t need them. Their manes were long and moved as they wished, for
strangling and restraining.
No one spoke harshly of the gods, though some spoke in pain. The gods gave them life,
gave the grasses and the plants they ate life, and allowed the Filira to live in peace on their
planet. The only price they demanded in return were daily sacrifices. It was worth it, the
Filira believed. Of course, it was worth it.
The sacrifices happened every day, wrote the anthropologist in her third message, and
yet everyone still cared. Everyone had to watch, and many people cried silently. Silence was
necessary, because the gods were present.
Even the priests — men and women, young and old — sometimes cried. No one envied
them their positions. It was understood that after the morning’s sacrifice they might rest and
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be welcomed in any home. Always, some people lingered after a sacrifice to care for the
priest.
The bodies were burned. Once all the blood had been drained onto the temple platform,
they were burned on a pyre, and the Filira said they became the wind. They sang as the
bodies burned, and this too, was beautiful.
A tragedy, the anthropologist said, especially if they were wrong. But her fourth message
came with new symbols, runes of Filira magic. Runes of protection. She wasn’t sure
anymore, she said.
The Filira had as many children as they could. It took a full year for a Filira woman to
grow a baby inside of her, and many were constantly pregnant after the age of 20, when they
could first give birth. If they made it to 60, they were no longer fertile. If they lived to 80,
they were truly favoured by the gods.
Most died long before.
The anthropologist’s fifth message was short. Her heart was breaking, she said, like
everyone else’s. But heartbreak was life, she had learned, and there were worse fates. One of
the priests had been sacrificed. A new mother had been sacrificed for making noise when
her babe had been killed. Heartbreak had a place, she wrote, but duty had a bigger one.
When the anthropologist’s sixth message didn’t come, no one else went down to the
Filira.
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PAINTED BUNTING
Ken Hada
A light rain sprinkles
Earth, gray clouds
in mid-May.
I hear Mozart’s music
and through open windows
a chorus of birdsong.
He sits at the top
of the tallest cedar –
nearly thirty feet high.
Contour feathers enclose
his colors, but the song
continues, and color
vibrates in his breast
beneath his wings –
E’lan Vital!
In comparison, I am nothing.
He is everything
I could hope to be.
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WHO WILL SING FOR ME?
Reid Mitchell
Marjorie Kemper
1944-2009
I
While your father died
you spoke of nothing to him
but life.
A hunter, a maker of maps,
a man of the North
who lived his life south,
not from inclination,
but love.
This body in the white bed,
tied by tubes, fever
crossing its forehead
like flies, sticky-footed,
this body the wax paring
of the man who raised you
who put iodine on your cuts
and tried to throw
your one-eyed boyfriend
through your bedroom window
You returned him
to the woods of his childhood.
You filled the white room
with snow and the animals
that know how to live in snow.
Elk and white-tailed deer,
ruffled grouse, black bear,
red fox, snowy owl.
His old hunting hound hot,
sleeping by a green-wood fire,
whimpering. Poor dog.
Suffers bad dreams.
Your voice, ever soft,
whisky glazed:
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Before dawn, Daddy,
we’ll drive Thief River Falls
to Whisky Lake.
Sharing the cup,
we’ll drink coffee
sugared heavy
from the plaid thermos.
You’ll fish while I build a fire
the way you taught.
Grilled trout, fried eggs,
and bacon for breakfast.
A nap for you,
while I drive back.
Don’t be afraid.
Sleep, father,
till we come home.
II
You were not
a snowbound creature.
When the snow broke fences
and the fox feet pranced
across the crust
you made no complaint
against snow, fox, or God.
You knew we are all
pitched into the natural world.
When you sat, you heard the owl
in flight, saw the small eyes
of the mole in his burrow,
smelt the wet fur and panicked breath
of brown field mice.
A backyard isn’t civilized,
it should be a slice of nature.
You loved the smell
of rabbits fucking.
You forgave the gray owls
waiting to carry
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each sad rabbit off.
You knew we yip
like Boston terriers,
tugging at God, demanding
attention.
You set your best furniture
out on your lawn and we watched
for shooting stars.
You told me life
is a temporary arrangement
between us and nature.
Foxes love fences:
they keep the chickens caged.
III
Smell of eucalyptus
light from hunter’s moon.
Your one-eyed husband
loads the car, leashes
a big black bear of a dog,
and a gold feist,
willful as you,
the slim daughter
who climbed out
her bedroom window
when the bougainvillea
bloomed red.
This graybeard matures
into a monk. He takes
your mutts along.
IV
I once swam in the straits
between Nevis and St. Kitts
with a woman
I will always love
Let water that warm,
that precise salt,
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raise me up
toward that same moon.
When I sink down,
finally,
tell me,
no, I float away
Freely.
V
When the night
refused to breathe
you lay on the dry ground
under a white oak and said
the earth is eternity enough
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SIPPING HOT COFFEE
Ken Hada
In the backyard
after rain fell all night
and morning skies
still heavy, dark,
fill with birdsong.
An opportunity to sing
between downpours
And when I feel the sun
may never shine again
I think how unlike a bird
I am – ask forgiveness
of everything good
and resilient.
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RIVERS
Josey Hill
Let the mountains swim in the mist
you pour from brown tipped fingers.
Wrists aching,
tend to the river’s bed
For every dark day and crack of sky,
a twisting snarl,
her skein of current
coils in fervor.
Flatter her not with flowered beds;
damn your efforts to hold her.
These shores will not stay
her torrent as she rises.
Dry stalks bow under her;
their arid roots breathe at last
Filth absolved and faith subsides,
forgiven.
Widen the banks,
and she will fall back with grace.
Mist from her side, a swirling incense,
her fog of offering rises.
Sated, harvest these alms
in the creases of your knuckles.
Lift them to the arching summit
to crown her head with beads of dew.
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HEARTH
Eleonore Mumme
crackling flames
beneath dripping socks
evaporate drop by drop
water within wool.
sweat and ice
on little eyelids
pale rosy cheeks kissed goodnight
burrowed in soft down.
fresh, crisp as
biting air outside
taste the Northern, deep-fried, while
stranded in blizzards.
hands
calloused,
carefully
scrubbing tile floors
constantly
on hands,
knees.
fresh, crisp, soft
breeze between bright blooms
weaving blues, pinks together
country’s newfound life.
barefoot, hair
caked with mud, raining
showers on flushed, freckled cheeks
breath leaping in throat.
feet pounding
unpaved paths, chasing
dog chasing tail chasing boy
sun and eyes shining.
smells
mixing;
flowers, trees,
even manure
together
become
pure.
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sweat and ice
in glass, with tonic
curing heat, conversation
pours, free, through air.
funnel cakes
throwing confetti
of confectioner’s sugar
onto hot cheeks.
lakes glisten
with sun, teem and flow
tan-skinned men hunting, fishing
for fresh, leaping fish.
grill
searing
hamburgers,
lawn chairs encircle
flames, melting
sugar;
s’mores.
crackling flames
begin burning leaves
that otherwise rot green grass
spreading their decay.
wool sweater
pulled over dry cheeks,
matches the orange, red, brown
of the river valley.
spiced pumpkin
moss, wood, nutmeg
Flames flickering everywhere
while day dies away.
hands
kneading
sourdough
ready to bake
rising up
at morn’s
dawn.
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LIZ
Ben Sloan
Hearing as I walk down the hall short bursts
of water alternating with the clunk and clank
of a washed dish settling in beside its drying
rack neighbor, I turn the corner and see her
hand circling with its sponge the outer edge
of a plate, her oversized sagging blue sweater,
her gray hair needing a trim, and the determined
look on her face hiding not so much concentration
on the task at hand as worries about
her 19-year-old son living on his own in Bozeman,
Montana—worries I happen to share, which is why
I can in this one instance read her mind.
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OUT
Ben Sloan
Stepping out onto the front porch,
they pass around and talk and smile into
a prized ball of wadded-up blankets,
which after a few weeks will sprout arms
and legs—and then later, fifteen years later,
will set fire to the Beaver Dam Baptist Church.
Before being taken to juvenile detention,
just to break one last rule, he unbuckles
and removes the dog’s collar and chases him
out of the yard. This is notable because
at his father’s strict insistence, their dog
for his entire life was never to be, and has
never been untethered from the tree
behind the garage. Not knowing what else to do,
the dog starts to run, teaching himself
how it’s done as he goes. Slow then fast and faster.
Feeling a sudden and odd but not unwelcome
weightlessness, he rises off the ground,
scissoring diagonally between two sycamores and
on up into a cloudless sky. Looking out over a carpet
of cornfields encircled by mountains, he sees
below him the gravel road, and moving along it
like a zipper, trailing an expanding but promptly
dispersing cone of dust, a black and white police car.
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POCKETS
Ben Sloan
If a pocket is a bag sewn in place
to hold stuff and keep it safe,
and if one example is the womb
out of which we are all kicked,
and another is our colander-like memory,
then we might as well admit
right here and right now that life is
a loosely stitched together patchwork
of holes, and for this reason
no place is safe.
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CHALLENGES
Catherine Link
Looking into each other’s eyes, David and Sarah clinked the crystal goblets together,
then sipped the blood red Bordeaux.
She’s the one, David thought.
I can make a beautiful life with this man, Sarah thought.
She took the lead and leaned in for the kiss, hoping it would encourage him.
As he came toward her, his eyes sparkling with reflections from the fireplace, he
suddenly stopped.
“Better not drink anymore. I’m driving us to the restaurant,” David said.
“I’d rather stay in. I know a great pizza place that delivers. The number is on my
refrigerator.”
“Yeah, okay.”
As she went to the kitchen, he raced to the patio door and stepped out into the cold. He
could still see it, trying to hide behind a trellis. It was a bat, hovering in place.
“Mom! What the heck are you doing here?”
The bat transformed into the shape of a middle-aged woman with streaked gray hair,
dressed in a flannel nightgown. She was hanging in mid-air, above his head, upside down.
“Oh, she is pretty, David,” the woman said. “And she really likes you.”
“You have got to stop spying on me.”
“It’s not spying. I’m a concerned parent. Have you told her yet?”
“Told her what?”
“That your father and I,” then she wiggled her fingers in a pantomime of flapping wings.
“You know, creatures of the night.”
“We have not had that conversation.”
“David?” Sarah called.
“Go home. You forgot your slippers. Your feet look cold.”
“You are such a good boy. Always concerned about your mother.” Then the upsidedown woman transformed back into the bat and flew away.
“Pizza, more wine, an old movie. Doesn’t that sound romantic?”
Glancing back outside before he answered, he saw no one.
“That does sound great.” He pulled her close, and they shared a kiss.
The doorbell rang.
“That was fast,” David said.
“That can’t be them.”
When she opened the door, David heard her ask, “What are you doing here?”
He could hear odd grunts amidst the conversation. A few seconds later, she returned.
“Anything wrong?”
“No,” she said. “An acquaintance. I told him to come back tomorrow.”
“Good,” David said. “I would like to meet your acquaintances. And your parents.”
“I’d like to meet yours. I’d like to know everything about you.”
David poured the wine then sat near Sarah on the sofa with one arm around her
shoulders.
“Have I told you that I’m adopted?” he said.
“No, you haven’t mentioned it.”
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“I was born in Romania. Pop found me wandering in the woods. I must have been two
or three years old. He told me there had been a battle, and the village was destroyed. I was
the only survivor.”
“How horrible,” she said, reaching up and touching his face tenderly.
“He took me home to his wife, and they decided to raise me as their son. They couldn’t
have children of their own.”
“How fortunate for you, considering the circumstances.”
“Yeah, but it wasn’t easy. Home schooled. No play dates. Pop was strict. He’s still not
much of a compromiser, but he had a heart, at one time.”
“Please, don’t get me started on fathers. My dad could be a real monster, but mom
always had a special way with him.”
“How so?”
“She took violin lessons. He likes music.”
“Really?” David said, with an amused grin.
“Yeah. He’s my stepfather. My birth father was a doctor. I’m not sure how he died.
When I was a kid, Mom told me he was electrocuted. But when I got older, Dad said he was
murdered. I’m not sure who to believe.”
“Pop passed some years past. Stake through the heart, but he’s better now.”
“The world can be such a horrible place,” Sarah said. There was sadness in her eyes.
“Shortly after that, they left Europe to be near me.”
“That’s nice. Old folks shouldn’t be alone. Where do they live now?”
“In a little cottage on Cemetery lane,” David said.
“There’s only one cottage on that road. Not the one with the boarded-up windows?”
“Yeah, that’s the one. They both have an aversion to sunlight. They do errands at night.”
“Good idea,” Sarah said, taking another sip of her wine.
“I help out when they need it. With food mostly. They’re nibblers,” David said, fingering
a bandage on his neck.
“I look out for Dad, now that he’s alone.”
“Your mom has passed?”
“House fire. Men with torches, being careless. Burned their place to the ground.”
“That’s tragic,” David said, with a look of shock.
“Dad has become reclusive. Roams the streets at all hours of the night. He doesn’t want
people to see him. He has some scars that he’s ashamed of. On his face and his neck. All
over, really.”
“My folks are a bit self-conscious, too. Mom hates mirrors. Won’t have one in the
cottage. They are both on a restricted high protein liquid diet, so they can be hard to cook
for. Pop can’t tolerate the smell of garlic. They are not religious people. Agnostic, you might
say.”
“Oh well, it could be worse,” Sarah said. “Relationships always have challenges.”
“What I’m trying to tell you is…” David paused and took her hand. “They are
vampires.”
“Really? Vampires?” Sarah looked surprised.
“Yeah, I’m sorry, but it’s true. I just had to tell you before…”
Sarah was laughing.
“What’s so funny?”
“Try being the daughter of Frankenstein. Whenever we’d play catch, he’d dunk me in the
pool. He thought that was funny, for some weird reason.”
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“Parents! What are you gonna do?” David said, taking a deep breath and shaking his
head.
As Sarah poured more wine, she stared out a nearby window. The clouds had parted,
and there was the full moon.
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BABA YAGA
Catherine Link
“Don’t touch, Victoria.”
“Why not, Grandmother?” the child asked. “I won’t break her.”
“She don’t like to be touched.”
Victoria looked in amazement at the doll on her grandmother’s dresser. She was
unusually lifelike. Her face was wrinkled, like an elderly woman’s, and a blue scarf covered
gray hair. Dressed in a peasant’s skirt and a tunic tied at the waist by a rope, she held a black
wooden bowl out with both hands.
“Why is she carrying an empty bowl? Is she hungry?”
“She is always hungry. She comes from the same place I came from when I was girl,
Sakha, in Russia. There was never enough to eat.”
“Can we feed her?”
“That’s what the bowl is for. The bowl is for wishes. When we want her to grant a wish,
we feed her by putting something in the bowl.”
“Really? Can we do it now?”
“What would you wish?”
“New crayons. All my old one’s are broken.”
“How did they get broken, little dove?”
“Daddy stomped on them. He was mad because I left them on the floor.”
“He should not have done that,” Grandmother said. “Tell you what. I’ll put pieces of
bread in her bowl.” She began pulling apart a slice of toast.
“Can I feed her?”
“No, she belongs to me and grants only my wish.”
“Will she give you money?”
“She will make money come to me.”
“How can she do that?”
“She is magic.”
The following week, Victoria visited her grandmother. On the table was a new box of
crayons.
“It worked.”
“She gave me good fortune. I won five dollars at bingo. So, I buy you crayons.”
As Grandmother tucked Victoria into bed that night, the little girl asked about the doll.
“Do you think she would grant another wish?”
“That depends,” Grandmother said. “What do you wish for now?”
“Daddy’s being mean. Mama says he’s sick.”
“He drinks a lot?”
“Yes. When the bottle is empty, he wants to drive to the store. He and Mama fight when
she hides the car keys. Can the doll make them stop fighting?”
“That’s harder than buying crayons. But I ask. I do anything for you, little dove.”
The next morning, Grandmother told Victoria her plan.
“Baba Yaga gave me idea.”
“How did she do that? Did she talk to you?”
“I feed her, then sit with my eyes closed. She whisper in my ear. I get idea.”
“Did you give her bread?”
“This job is harder. I give her nice piece of meat.”
“Grandma, your hand is bleeding.”
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“I peel potatoes. Peel finger like potato skin.” Then she laughed.
Nothing happened for a while. Then, one night, Victoria saw someone near her father’s
car. The hood was up. The next morning, the car would not start.
“How did she do it?” Victoria asked Grandmother.
“She’s magic,” Grandmother said. “I ask for help with car, and she send a man who
knows about car. If your father wants drink, he must walk to the store.”
“He’s getting it fixed.”
Grandmother laughed. “He will try, but Baba Yaga can make things difficult.”
Victoria smiled. Grandmother kissed her on both cheeks.
“My little dove. I would do anything for you.”
A few weeks later, when Victoria visited, her arm was in a sling.
“What happened?”
Victoria would not speak.
“Talk to me, my little dove.”
“I don’t want to go home. Can I live here with you?”
“Why would you want to?”
Victoria hung her head, not answering.
“Your father?”
The child nodded.
“Come. We eat now. We talk later.”
During the night, Victoria heard groaning. Peeking into her grandmother’s bedroom,
Victoria watched as the old woman cut her thumb open with a knife and squeezed blood
into the doll’s bowl. The doll lifted the bowl to her lips and drank. A high-pitched squeaky
voice spoke in a foreign language.
The doll held the bowl out for more, and Grandmother laughed.
“You greedy. Alright, I ask big wish. You deserve more.”
Again and again, she sliced open her fingers and drained blood enough to fill the bowl.
The doll drank, slurping blood like soup.
In the morning, Grandmother looked happy.
“Guess what, my little dove. Baba Yaga grant your wish. You stay here with me from
now on.”
“How did she do that?” Victoria asked, looking at her grandmother’s bandaged hand.
“I ask Baba Yaga to make it so, and she granted me big wish. You stay with me now.”
“But how did she do it?”
“She is magic, I tell you. She make your mother and father go away forever. You are my
little girl now.”
Victoria started to cry. “What’s happened to them?”
“Why you cry?” Grandmother asked. “Don’t you want to be my little girl?”
Victoria did not answer.
“Oh, I see,” Grandmother said, disappointed. Her face darkened and furrowed with
deepening wrinkles; she took on a resemblance to the doll. A choking, musty smell filled the
room.
“Did you send Baba Yaga to hurt them?”
“I thought I do right,” Grandmother said. As she glared at Victoria, her tongue flicked
between her teeth like a snake’s. “You don’t like Baba Yaga’s big wish?”
“I don’t want Mama and Daddy to be dead.”
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“Oh, I understand now,” Grandmother said. The anger drained out of her in an instant,
and she looked normal again. “You should have said before. Hard to bring them back, but
not impossible.”
“Can you do that?”
“Baba Yaga can do it, but it takes more than blood in her bowl this time.”
Picking up a large meat cleaver, Grandmother chopped off one of her own hands.
Victoria let out a scream. Blood spattered her across the face.
“Don’t cry, my little dove. I would do anything for you.”
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MALEFICENT
Nicole Spicer
It is finally summer.
White daisies bloom while the wind
whispers through the trees and
across the warm lake.
There are scars were my wings once were.
I no longer feel their absence,
but sometimes I still think
about flying through the clouds.
Hidden in the Moors forest,
among fairies and other magical creatures
you can still find us,
sleeping in the trees and eating berries.
My raven black has faded into shades of gray
and I’m more fragile than I’d like to admit.
I spend most of my days with Aurora,
but she has a life of her own now.
She spends her days teaching her
daughter about the forest treasures
and the tale of a fairy who fell into darkness
but was saved by love.
Sometimes darkness lingers here too,
but the tree warriors still protect the land
and the people see that this land was never
here for the taking.
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MISSISSIPPI KITE. FALLEN
Yvonne Carpenter
Yesterday,
riding air currents,
the small hawk spiraled higher and higher,
a dark shape shrinking in the distance.
Tonight
his carcass lays like Achilles fallen at Troy.
His wide spread wings glow
blue azure to navy.
Lifting him exposed a bloody gash
where his organs had lived.
As if on a shield, I carry
the fallen predator to the trash pile
Three orioles circle and dive
their once and former enemy.
One lands a poop bomb on my shoulder.
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from tree to table
Sarah Summerson
to skin a deer you tie
the antlers to the tree
and the hooves to a truck
now drive
the body slides away leaves
fatty tissue of a white
ghost hanging
tongue lolling anatomy bloody
eyed beast stiff like a trophy
grinning that long and terrible
smile
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COMING TO LIGHT
Anca Vlasopolos
after the winter solstice
like thoughts kept long in darkness
they begin
centipedes glued like clumped hair
move at lightning speed
spiders consider
then undeterred
crawl
toward goals we can’t see
I beg them
stay hidden
the house is empty enough
to hold us all
for

while I try not to harm
instinct rises
hand swipes at scurrying
and on the tub wall
a single
filament leg
trembles
with dolor
of severing
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IF YOU’RE NOT THERE ALL ALONG
Anca Vlasopolos
did I know lilies rise
inquisitive
breaking surface
wine-dark like turtle heads
did you know
they open like serviettes let loose
from their rings
fold out into soft plates
did we know
winds lift green hems
of spread skirts
the underside blushing
between open palms
now a decorative lightbulb popped up
soon we know to split like sectioned oranges
float cream chalices unruffled the way we imagine
if we’re not there all along to witness
chases and bullying
swans who too appear serene
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BLACK WALL STREET/Ricco Wright (photograph)
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PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES/Ricco Wright (photograph)
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RAINY DAYS/Ricco Wright (photograph)
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DINNER FOR ONE
Ricco Wright
Lyla’s Café, located on 125th and Amsterdam in New York City, is a mere two blocks
from my apartment building. It’s well known for its French fries—and perhaps other things
too, but I couldn’t tell you. It’s been open for only a week. I know this tidbit only because its
grand opening was exactly a week ago and I was supposed to meet my ex here to celebrate
our one-year anniversary. But she dropped me like a bad habit days before so that night I
went to eat alone for the first time in a while. It was someplace in Little Italy. I forget the
name. But I do remember surprisingly having a good time. I figured I should still celebrate
the fact that I broke my personal record of ten months, down like four flats, so I did.
September 8th can forever kick rocks though.
Since then I’ve walked past Lyla’s every day on my way to class, even peeked in the
window a few times. I just couldn’t bring myself to go inside. Not because I associate it with
my ex, even though she doesn’t help. It’s the patrons. They strike me as pompous and
pretentious. Which is typical for the Upper East Side. Decidedly snooty, deplorably entitled.
But this is Harlem. Birth of the cool, death of the lukewarm. And while I like when nearby
restaurants get rave reviews from credible sources like The New Yorker or Time Out, Lyla’s
hadn’t been mentioned in either. Yet here I am standing in front of it, with no other dinner
plans and a need to quiet the stomach rumblings.
I enter the restaurant and instantly feel the joys of Manhattan. But then again, I’m always
happy where good fries are served. I smile as I walk past a row of tables. Patrons observe me
curiously as I approach the waiter, a tall Englishman whom I’m much alike in physique. I
suspect from their stares that they’ve never seen a well-dressed patron take himself to dinner
before. “Table for one, please.” The simple utterance reminds me of a scene from Being Mary
Jane. Pauletta, I thought, would certainly take herself to dinner for some much-needed alone
time, and I’m no different.
The waiter grabs a menu and, in his British accent, offers me a seat of my choice. He
then takes a phone call so I pick up a magazine lying on the counter with Lyla’s featured on
the cover. Not too shabby! Turning to look, I see a sea of empty tables near the door so I make
my way to it. The single table adjacent to the bay window catches my eye. It’s a perfect
match for me. I take my seat while grinning cheerfully. Carolinnne! See, Caroline, all the guys
would say she’s mighty fine / But mighty fine only got you somewhere half the time / And the other half
either got you cussed out or comin’ up short. And back at home, I’m sure my three bettas—Blue,
Destiny, and Miles—are jammin’ to OutKast without me. Suddenly, the waiter approaches
the table.
He places the menu before me and offers a smile and a nod before attempting to walk
away. I quickly peruse the menu. Just before his eyes sat on the table to my left—and remind
me to tell you about their conversation, or rather their argument—I get his attention. “Sir, I
know what I want. I’d like your steak and eggs. Well done. Scrambled. I’ll take spinach. And
some fries too. Yeah, tap is fine. Thanks.” Five minutes later, he brings a glass and a bottle
of what looks like vino, except there’s no vino—only water. Strange, but whatever. I pour
myself a glass and take a sip.
A notification on my phone illuminates my area. I read the text message and raise an
eyebrow. It’s a little late for that, don’t you think? I begin processing my day and think of how
pleasant my rest the night before was. If only every night were so comfy. Just as my stomach starts
growling again, the waiter brings my food. Talk about perfect timing. I’m now in seventh
heaven. It’s a privilege to reside in the greatest city in the world, attend Columbia University,
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and eat wherever one wishes without any worry. I’m thankful. Such was the extent of my
prayer.
I raise my hand and politely summon the waiter to the far side. “Steak sauce, please.
Definitely A-1. I’m from the south, man. What can I say?” We share a brief giggle, and off
he scurries to the other side. My meal is now almost complete. Some twenty minutes later,
after devouring my spinach salad, steak, eggs and, of course, the best French fries according
to Best of Harlem 2015, I am now ready for some dessert. Lucky for me, ice cream will top
off my delicious meal.
As love is pure and genuine, I consider myself a proponent of it and fancy it a bit—just
not too often nor too soon. Don’t get me wrong, I’ve befriended it some. Just not enough to
label myself an expert in it. Notwithstanding this fact, I fully understand why the wife dining
with her husband was livid and cursing at him a half hour ago. Not that I’m interested in
their affairs, or for that matter any couple’s, but one tends to hear every conversation being
had when eating alone at an almost empty restaurant. Her complaint was that he hardly
listens to her—and boy, was she right!
I smile as I look out the window, knowing I could relate to her, and probably him
too. I’m happy to be in neither person’s shoes though. Pain is temporary. Pride is forever. I was
once before, and I’ll say only this much about it: treating myself to dinner or a movie, or
even going shopping, was part of my therapy. Each helped me to let go, however difficult it
was. But within a couple weeks, I was thrilled to put on a suit and tie and eat alone at a
restaurant of my choice. And singing “Roses” from time to time always helped to remind
me, all things considered, just how much I had gained.
As I take the last bite of my neopolitan ice cream, I thank God once again for my many
blessings. “May I please have the check?” I then smile. For what lies ahead for me this
evening is my favorite pastime: reading philosophy. The true love of my life. It’s special for
anyone to spend time alone and enjoy every minute of it. The universe offers too much for
us to ever be lonely. I gather up my things and head for the door. “Have a good night, sir!” I
walk down the street inhaling the aroma of Harlem while deciding against replying to the
text message after all. Carolinnne! And the only other thing I’m thinking about is the rave
review I’ll give Lyla’s on Yelp before I cozy up to read.
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A FOUR ISMS
Ricco Wright
If today were yesterday
What would tomorrow bring?
Why picture William Shakespeare wearing Jordans
And not picture Michael Jordan reading Shakespeare?
Cambria never was a good font
I use it because there are no windows in my office
Paragraph after paragraph
The spacing reminds me to breathe
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DRIVING TO HOUSTON, LATE SPRING
Richard Dixon
A two-hour wait for a tire’s
slow leak – a quick reward for
a nice, early start
The next five hours faced southern
winds on steroids, added to a
steady slowdown of road construction
but late afternoon to early evening
brought sunny calm and warm wonder
a lush hour made possible
only by events that happened
just as they did
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PEELING APART THE BLINDS
Erin Jamieson
you look at me
teeth stained w/coffee
your breath stale
hair unwashed
is this the way
you imagined us
when we bought this house
it was so small
but the ceilings
have only gotten lower
the hallway narrower
do you remember the plans we had
a deck out back, maybe a grill
a fence for a beagle
a vegetable garden
such little dreams
did we dream too big
you turn the coffee maker off
and without saying a word
you’ve answered all of my questions
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say this to me
Erin Jamieson
not that you love me
or that you even like me
but that you noticed me
when I came
and left your life
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DRY POND
Tina Baker
A drop off, a clean up;
clearly, it seems, the place to be
when other things need to be done.
Few thought there were possibilities;
certainly not our inquisitive new neighbor
and so we enticed many to look;
some, a hesitant venture down and
some, a quick look from above:
head shakes; ho hums –––
“Wouldn’t worry about that part”
“I wouldn’t spend time down there”
but we did; the first year;
the first two, because
we had the picture developed; had
found an angle;
an eye focused on a sanctuary:
the walks, the birdbaths and specialty-built houses, the stepping stones,
sedum and ornamental grasses.
My closest lifelong friend surprised me with an interest,
and took watchful steps down;
comfortable as if she had arrived home,
as she reminisced about her
childhood and a similar scene.
A cousin and I wandered there.
He was the one who called it
“Enchanting”
and that was before the barberry and evergreen plantings
and before I would come to realize it was to be
our last cousin walk together;
lifting our arms to push branches;
our shoe prints recorded in the soft red earth;
a few quiet minutes to adventure
together again.
He would have been the one;
the one I would have guessed
if anyone, to see
from the nature way too;
sincerely see,
there’s a solemn daily walk through the seasons here,
and somewhere to linger
at the driest, the lowest, the
“down alone” –
until ready,
to always find a way up somehow.
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SUMMER VISITED
(feeling like another poet)
Tina Baker
Welcome summer
in Emily Dickinson style,
so I’ll say charming
with just a little warmth,
that first week,
and I found myself excited for you again,
even after sixty-nine of your visits,
so I don’t suppose that enthusiasm will change,
and then of course you will be followed by fall;
it’s gradual or sudden cool, enriched with your warmed,
tanned, orange and red.
I regret to say, though, because of the cool relief
and the burst of the most vibrant of shades
and tasty fruits,
fall is my favorite season; yes
but, you can also blame Halloween.
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